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“Dot,” said the child scarni in g he r
“ I received your note and am here winter.' Pedestrains by walking fast
rents due the Lord of the Fee. Shortly
florid face.
to receive your answer. Is it life or will be enabled to save five miuutes by
»^N O O K S' p O R N E F ^,
after coming into possession of this
B T HENRY BCRTOST.
- “ Wcll,*Dot, m y name’s Biddy” and death my darling ?”
using it instead of the ferry, hot this
land Thomas Jones bought of him a
“ You shall have my answer directly, gain will hardly be sufficient to recomI ’tn goin wid ye to. the house: an if that
. 1 sit in the fading light,
PROVIDENCE.
small tract alongside the Canal which
Snooks’ manuscript on the subject of
gintlemnntrates ye badll'll give him a luit there are 'a lady and child who mend it generally, particularly as the
And watch the shadows fa ll;
had
just
been
built
along
the
Schuylkill.
“
Reform”
has been received; but is
My day has turned to night,
piece of my mould. Come along, me wish to see you first. You can surely ascending of stair-cases means a physi
BY F. G. HOBSON, ESQ.
This
Thomas
Jones
was
an
extensive
And darkness covers a l l ,
necessarily
crowded out.
We trust
wait a little longer.”
lass.’’
cal exertion which you are spared by
The sunlight's gone far over the sea,
lumber
dealer
of
West
Chester,
Ches
Snooks
will
excuse
us.
We
know
him
A troubled anxious look came over the ferry boat. To sightseer’s how
But the morn will bring it back to me.
Dot followed her "reluctantly.' They
no . v n .
ter county. At that time most of the to be a liberal minded individual. Look
.his
face.
ever, the bridge proper will be invalu
reached their destination, and were
My summer birds are gone,
lumber was brought by canal. So for out for Snooks next week.
“ A lady and child 1 I—I—do not able since the view from the centreof it,
I cannot hear them sin g ;
soon admitted to Fred Graham's room.’
his convenience Mr. Jones built a land
I missed them one by one,
down the bay and up the East River to VILLAGES OF UPPER PROVIDENCE (CONTIN
“ So you have returned, have you ? I understand!”.
Effects of a D ream .
ing
at this place to unload lumber,
Till all had taken wing ;
UED)— r o b i n s o n ’s t o w n — u p p e r p r o v i 
“ I will send them in, and afterwards the Sound will be superb.
suppose
the
shirts
are
all
right
this
My 8umm$?.birds flew over the sea,.
which he stored here, and then hauled
d e n c e . SQUARE-— LUMBERVILE— PORT
I will give you my final i-eply\”
time.”iikt3k%Jr • W v •W Jf
An English gonfine»..
Those accomplished gentlemen who
But the spring will call them back to me.
to
his lumber yard at West Chester.
PROVIDENCE— OAKS— WATER TANK
Finding hijnself alone'he arose and live by their wits, the confidence swind
cuiustances,
who for many year* had
“ Look and see” said Dot.
My summer, flowers are dead,
He also built a house alongside the
DOE RUN— ARCOLA— YERKES.
began
to
pace
the
floor
nervously.
Ten
lived
j*
quiet
life, quite apart from his
The
shirts
had
never
l>een
moved
lers or “ bunco steerers” as they are
The jasmine and the rose ;j? 1
canal. A few years later one Samuel
About the time that Samuel Seely Detwiler bought this lumber yard and relations, some of whom in a previou*
The autumn leaves afe shed,
from the basket^ ajfter Daisy bad ar minutes later the door slowly- opened, euphoniously termed in the vernacular
And buried in the snows ;
and Biddy, with Dpt came timidly into of the policy, will regret the departure was establishing the, great, city called land, and built a Ware House for store- year had been east in a lawsuit with
ranged them the morning previous.
But the flowers are bloomifig over the sea,
the room. His face became colorless of the out-of-town visitor. To their by him Landau, now part of the pres
“
Two
of
them
are
much
improved,
And the spring will give them back to me.
ing grain &c., and a Hotel and Store him for the recover}- of certain proper
for an instant, but presently the blood eyes he is legitimate prey. I am as ent village of Trappe, of which we House which he carried on in connec ties, suddenly died, and as was sup
But
the-othert
two
look
much
worse
My darling child has passed
than they did before. Take them back rushed in a torrent to his brow.
sured by a police captain that these in spoke in a former number, another city tion with his lumber yard. As a Hotel, posed, died intestate. He had long in
Up to the Promised Land
“
Please,
sir
an’
wbuldyou
pay
what
The anchor she has cast,
and tell her to iron them better.”
sinuating swindlers who recognize an was being planned and laid out in the Store, Ware House and two or three tended, at the advice of the rector of
Away on the golden strand ;
you
owe
meniother?
Me
brother
is
ill
“ Please, sir, and would ybu be kind
old and dear friend in every contemp same township. .
residences constitute a village, it be the village in which he dwelt, and. with
But I shall follow over the sea, j i
still
an’
me
mother
needs
the
money
On
the
4th
of
March,
A.
D.,
1761,
enough
to
send
ipe
mother
the
money
lative
and
curious
countryman
who
came
necessary to find a name for this whom alone he was on terms of intimacy
And heaven will give her back to me.
sorely.”
that’s earnin’ to her!” "
seems to possess money have enjoyed Thomas Penn Esq., True and Absolute new Town. From the fact that the to make certaiu provisons by will on
She stood before him clothed in rags a harvest of exceptional richness. So proprietary of the Colony conveyed to
“ Not one farthing until you do my
lumber interest seemed to lie the first behalf of the relations in question, who
work satisfactorily.
I t ’s an'outrage her bare toes protruding from ner worn audacious in fact did they become that John Robinson of Providence town as well as the most important industry had lost much by his successful lawsuit.
to ask for money for work like that. shoes. The tableaux was a striking they grew careless and plied their arts ship, a tract of 150 acres of land in of the village, it was agreed that the However, this (as was believed by hi*
one, as/the richly-attired pet of society on elderly men, residents of the city said township. This 'tract of land I am
A way with you !.”
BY T. R.
name thereof should be in honor of family lawyer, residing in an adjoining
“ Blase an' do jist pay what yer owin paused before the child of poverty and who are fully up to the snares and de not able exactly to locate, but it must- tlHs- pioneer enterprise. The village country town, who proceeded to settle
“ I suppose I must give you up some the child. It is h y . w due, an’ would the florid-faced Irish girl, who was lusions of the great city. President have included part of the present vil was accordingly christened Lumber- his affairs) had not been done, and the
Sharp of the Third Avenue car line, lage of Upper Providence Square, and ville, andwas so known for many years, whole of his property consequently
time, my ‘child1’ said Martine Vanstons keep the wolf from the dure,” said wrapped in a long shabby cloak.
He drew his purse from jus' pocket was attaekqd one day by one of these part of the farm so long known as the
- “and if you can find it in your heart Biddy, putting her arms akimbo.
and is to this day known by our old seemed likely to go to his heir-at-law, a
He looked at her from head to foot, and placed it in Dot’s outstretched clever young men., He played with “ Robinson” farm on the road from people as Ltimberville. In the county man of property, almost unknown to
to choose Fred Graham, I shall be very
hand.
him as long as the game afforded him Collegeville to Phoenixville.
much pleased. lie is so genial, and and a snear over spread his face. 9
map published in 1849, it is so called him. Five mouths after his death, how
“
There
take
that—it
is
more
than
I
After
holding
this
farm
for
about
“Never
meddle
with
other
people’s
his character is above reproach."
sport, then he gave him the go by and
and mention is made of a store, hotel, ever the rector had what he termed a
owe,
but
it'i
s
'
all'
right.
Run
along
business.
I
will
not
pay
one
penny.”
two
years,
Mr.
Robinson
conceives
the
'enjoyed the fellow’s discomfiture.
Daisy’s face flushed slightly as she
lumber yard and four or five houses. “ waking dream,” in which he imagined
idea
of
here
establishing
a
Town
that
“Sure, it's jokin’ ye arc! You a gin tie- home now that’s a good girl, as fast as
replied:
The other morning the senior mem
From this time on the village kept in that the deceased gentleman cams to
“ I will never choose a husband, papa man would never grointl the face- iv you can,” he said, in a low tone.
ber of a leading banking house, was should be a Wonder to all beholders. creasing in population, and number of him in sorrow, and solemnly conjured
She turned and. left the room,, and likewise accosted by a handsome, On the 10th day of February, 1763, lie
until I know that the man is worthy, jp the poor nivcrl Ycr too honest-lookin’
residents until in course of time the him to obtain possession of a will which
“ You are right Daisy; and I trust for the Joikes iv* that. ... Jist pay the Biddy coolly seated herself.
fashionably dressed young man who “ advertised to sell 350 lots in Provi- good people of the place conceived the had been duly made by him in London
“ Will you oblige mo by leaving the accosted him as Mr. Richardson of “ dence township, GO or 65 feet front
you will choose wisely
and Martin child now,” ,i
idea that to enhance their happiness a few months liefore his decease, and
room?
I have an engagement with a Schoharie, New York. The old gentle “ by 7 perches (115 | feet) to . be laid
His face became pale with anger, and
^ anstone left her alone in the drawing
they should have a Post Office, and which was in the custody of a firm of
lady,”
pointing to the door, he »aid :
room,
man professed great delight at meeting “ out in a, square to contain eight ( 8) they accordingly petitioned the “ Pow attorneys there, which will was so“An’ aren’t I a lady? Wouldn’t I an the sou of an old resident and shook “ streets for a new town, on a rising“ G o!”
“ I wisli I knew my own heart. Fred
ers that be” to establish the post office drawn as that the relations in question
swer
just as well? Sure an’ the very hands warmly with him. He shook “ ground with a prospect of a rich
They
turned
without
another
word
seems to be all I desire in a husband
of Lumberville. But as there had al should greatly benefit by the righteous
and left the room, Dot’s sobs, falling on bist blood in ould Ireland flows in me hands so w’armly that he gave his wrist “ country for 15 or 18 miles.” This ready been a post office of this same disposition therein of his property.
and yet— ”
Imagining the dream to be only a
She paused, as she arose, and walked the air. As they passed down the veins.’’ .
a wrench which sent the young man advertisement did not appear to bring name established in Bucks county, it
Her scanned her face keenly, while sprawling on the slippery and muddy the answer expected, and the lots did
dream
and nothiug more, he took no
slowly to a window. She stood within street they met Harry Clifford.
became necessary to determine on a
“ Halloo, Dot! W hat’s the matter, be grew pale with apprehension.
the folds of the lace curtains, looking
pavement. Then before he could re not sell as fast as hoped for. In the new name, when the present name of notice of it. In about a fortnight the
“In heaven’s name who are you ?”
child?” he asked in a kind tone.
absently down into the street.
cover himself, he smashed his shiny following year 1764, March 1st, the fol the post office and the village was identical dream occurred again, with
She
took a handkerchief from her silk hat for him, blackened both his lowing advertisement appeared in a
“ I couldn't get the money that’s
“ Harry Clifford is my ideal of a true
adopted viz: Port Providence, named the simple difference that the deceased
cornin’ to mother and—I—'spose we pocket, and after removing her glasses eyes and seizing him by the back of P h ila d e lp h ia p a p e r.
man, but—”
after the township of course, and as a gent lenitili tornilo ejKpreauion of deeper
Again she paused, and a flush stole will—have to—leave,- ’cause the lan’ passed it over her face. She then re his neck and the seat of his pants flung
Public Sale.
Port or Landing for the canal. This grief, and appeared to urge him in still
moved the hood, the rod wig and the him headforemost into the gutter
over her face. Before it faded away a lord’s awful ’ticular’ bout the rent!”
Will be sold at Public Sale on the Sd day of then came to be recognized as the name stronger terms to obtain the will, The
“There there dou’tcry like that child. cloak, and Daisy stood before him in where he turned a complete somersault. April nest, in Providence Township, Philadel of the village which name it has re rector was much impressed by thi*.
little girl came slowly in view, carrying
phia county- 100 lots of good land, to be laid
her elegant evening attire.
a basket on her arm. She was scantily How much is it?”
A policeman rushed up to see what the out in proper squares and allowance for streets ; tained up to the present time. It is but on subsequent reflection appeared
lots in the hundred to be reserved for pub
“ Two pounds—just what Mr. Gra , “ Miss Vanstone, this is a cruel farce! disturbance was but the young man did three
indisposed on such testimony to inter
clothed, and her bare toes protruded
lic use gratis, designed for a new town. Majority now quite a flourishing village.
I
did
not
deem
you
capable
of
it.”
fere
with thè arrangements, and conse
from her well-worn shoes. H e r face ham owes.” ,not stop to make a complaint. He took o f purchasers may give name to the town. Beau
When the Perkiomen Railroad came
situation, 27 miles from Philadelphia, right
“The end justifies the means,; Mr. his mud bedraggled person away as tiful
Is it possible.that he-, is so careless
wore a pinched, hungry look that went
towards Reading Town, one mile from Schuyl aud passed through the township, sev quently did nothing. A third time,
A good store raised about 2 miles distant.
straight to Daisy’s heart. Touching a in these matters? Well there’s the Graham. A man who will refuse to quick as his acking bones permitted it. kill.
however, about eight days afterward,
Also at same time and place to be sold or rented eral stations were established which
pay
his
honest
debts,
and
thus
cause
a
1*11 she bade the footman take the child money Your mother can credit me
Dri ving fast-horses on the road is be a good square log house which has been a licensed had to receive names. Thus where &> he had the same dream, with certain
into the dining-room and gave her a with it. Run away home or you will poor woman and her helpless children coming a passion among New Yorkers. house for keeping Tavern. JOHN ROBINSON.
station was established a village al additional details. The deceased perto suffer, can never be my husband. The man who makes money no longer
good meal. lie was accustomed to her perish with this Cold.”
At this sale quite a number of these most immediately sprung up around it son, as the rector imagined, urged him
A way the}' .sped, and after they You have your answer. Good evening. t looks forward to owning a magnificent
eccentric freaks and obeyed. After the
lots were sold and transferred. I have and these villages naturally took the most solemnly to do as he wished, and
child had finished, Daisy entered the turned a corner Biddy paused, and She turned and walked slowly toward house but sets his heart on a trotter. seen several deeds for different lots. A name of the station. Thus sprung up to go and obtain the will. A conver
bid Dot good-bye, telling her she should the alcove, and the crest-fallen Mr. Gra Now a trotter in these parts means deed from John Robinson and Eunice, the villages of Oaks, Areola and Yerkes. sation took place as it were in the
room carrying a large bundle. .
ham beat an inglorious retreat.
“ Well little one, 1 have brought some Jiear from her again.
something that can go better at least his wife, to Isaac Hencock, dated Oct. The people around Oaks station were dream. However at last he consented,
Harry Clifford stepped from his 2:30, and this means money. Thus the
Two -weeks passed, and one evening
thing for you, and if you can carry it
30, 1765, conveys a lot “ situate in requested by the Railroad authorties and still in his dream accompanied the
home you will find some warm clothing Fred Graham, the net of society,, pro hiding-place, his face radiant, and clasp amount and quality of horse flesh that “ Providence township, which is in a to present a name for their station and deceased person to a certain lawyer’*
posed formally for the hand and heart ing Daisy to his manly heart he said : fills the road of an afternoon and is
in it. Whatuia_Your name?”
presented the name of Oakland. This office at a certain number, on a certain
“ May I not claim you now, my dar put up for rest at siteli famous roadside “ place which is laid out for a town.
of
I)aisy , Yauston.'.
“Dot Green, miss.” I
“ Beginning {it a corner by a road lead the Railroad company refused, on ac floor in Staple Inn, on the sooth side
“ Are your father and mother living?” - “ I cannot give you my answer now. ling ? 1 our little play was perfect. I hosteries as Gabe Case'-s, Barry’s, Judge
i n g from Roger North’s Mill, (now count of another station in Pennsyl of Holborn, where a drawer in a writ
“My mother is “alive,"'but my father Wait awhile, Slid when I am ready to pity Fred, but I trust he will profit by Smith’s and others represents millions.
“ Mingo Mill), to Philadelphia ; thence vania being known by that name, and ing-table was opened, and lie saw the
is dead.”
do so,I will let you know. Until that his sad experience. You are quite an The most charming toad about here is
“ N. W. 60 feet ; thence N. E. 148 J feet ; this would be a cause of much annoy packet containing the wills sealed in
“ I suppose your mother is very poor?” time arrives you must not come here actress. But you must give me my an Riverside Drive, put for some reason or
“ S. W. 148^ feet ; thence by the afore- ance and many mistakes. They there three places with the deceased person’s
swer now ; what is it? If it is yes, give other it is neglected. It is not fashion
‘‘Yes, mis§. .She dogs laundry work again.”
“ said road, S. E. 60 feet to beginning, fore dropped part of the name and left armorial bearings. The whole room
but Mr. Graham lie’s so mean he won't
“Your will is my law, Daisy, but the me the kiss my heart has hungered for able aud is used only by such people
“ which takes in the Lot whose number it bare Oaks, which name it still re was before him vividly. It was panelpay, and he made me take four shirts most cruel part of the stipulation is de so long.”
who have no ambition to be seen and “ is 11, according to the plan of the tains. A post office is here of the ed in oak, picked out with white and
She raised her face, suffused with who are satisfied to jog along instead
back to have ’em done over, an’Jemmy’s barring me form your presence. You
pale-green, |»ud over the inautlepiece
“ Town.” Lot No. 28 was sold to same name.
ill, an’ mother’s tiled almost to death” were always eccentric and I am willing blushes, and their lips met in the first of sending the dust flying at a pace
hung
an engraving'of Lord Eldon, The
Areola is the third name given to
Patrick Martin, on October 11, 1771
ripe kiss of love. That was Daisy’s that takes the breath of a tyro away.
to humor you.”
and a sigh escaped the child’s lips.
rector
awoke and resolved he would
Lots were also sold to Conrad Robeson, that station. Wrhen the road was built
Daisy s face flushed as she caught
One week later, Daisy received an answer.
Revrside Park is one of those monu Jacob Peterman, William Wilson, this was known as Water Tank, on ac without delay do as he was enjoined.
the name, and her heart throbbed wild- offer of marriage from Henry
Before proceeding he mentioned the
ments of the Tweed regime in New Conrad Rorer, Christian Marshall and count of the Tank being there placed
Our New York Letter.
ly.
“Call to-morrow evening and you
circumstance
of the thrice-repeated
York.
It
is
beautiful
beyond
descrip
which
now
stands
at
Yerkes.
After
others. I can find no record of the
GOTHAM GOSSIP.
“ Can I look at the shirts Dot?”
shall have your answer.”
tion but it has also swallowed up mill town being named, nor of any public its removal the name of the station was dream to a clerical friend, who volun
“ \e s , miss: I bean’t ashamed of ’em.
His manly face flushed.
N ew Y ork, Jan. 9th, 1883.—Our ions beyond precedent. It is situated improvements being erected upon those changed to Doe Run, named after the teered to accompany him to London on
My mother is a good ironer.
“ Surely you are not trifling Miss country cousins who generally pay on the extreme west side of the city,
lots dedicated to public use. This town small stream of water emptying into his important errand. They went to
Daisy took them out one by one and Daisy ?”
Gotham a visit during holiday week beginning about One Hundredth Street is something entirely of the past. In Perkiomen just north of the station. gether ; neither had ever been to Staple
examined them carefully.
She looked up in his honest eyes, and have gone, and as much as we where it skirts the river for miles.
the place where it was to have been This name It retained for several years,* Inn before, nor did they know its ex
“The}' are beautifully done. I can in her fair face he read love’s language enjoy their company and their admi Adorned with handsome granite but
act whereabouts. On inquiry , however,
built, now stands the little village of until the Messers Wetherill & Co., named
see no fault in them.”
plainly written there.
ration and wonder for things in general tresses, and flanked by trees which at Upper Providence Square, so known to their mills situated at this place “ Ar it was soon found, and so was the room
“ Nobody ever finds fault ’eept Mr.
“Can you not trust me, Harry ?”
we cannot but feel relieved over the present have not yet attained their full this date.
eola Mills,” when the people of the and office, with the furniture and ¡Milt
Graham an’ he never pays till he owes
It was the first time she had ever ad fact. To serve as cicerone for any ex growth, it reminds one of the esplana
On the map prepared and published place asked the Railroad company to of Lord Eldon, which had teen seen
for lots an’ lots an’ he’s so cross I hate dressed him thus, and a flash of joy tended period is apt to become tedious. des so frequently seen in cities on the
in the year 1758, by Nicholas Scull, change the name of this statiou again beforehand by the rector in the dream,
to go near
•*
overspread his brow.
to his intense awe and wonderment.
The one thing that seemed to attract European continent.
Surveyor General of the Province, we to its present name of “ Areola.”
Daisy walked to and fro across the . “ Y es! to the, death, my darling !
most of their attention was the Brook
William Barrett the once famous find along the river Schuylkill, where
“ Yerkes” was named, as everyone Even the peculiar handles of the writing,
room plunged in thought. At length
He seized her hand and pressed it to lyn Bridge. Its massive towers which Jockey, who rode Mr. Pierre Lorrilnow stands the thriving village of Port knows after Mr. Isasc Yerkes, a respect table, which were of brass and oldshe paused beside Dot and said :
his lips.
are a monument to the ingenuity of lard’s horses when they first mn in Eng Providence, the word “Jacobs.”—The ed citizen and the largest land owner fashioned, were those which had teen
“Dof, when you return with these
“ Come to-morrow evening at eight men to spend millions when they be land, died at Long Branch on Satur
Jacobs family was a large and influen- in that neighborhood, through whose clearly apparent. The identical drawer
shirts, come here first before you de o’clock, and you shall have your an long to public funds, its swaying span day of consumption. He died poor,
was opened and the will, secured in an
tal one in the colony, and quite a num land the Railroad passed.
liver them, and say nothing a te u t it to swer.”
envelope
of stout paper and scaled
which will eventually destroy Brook since in the later years of his engage* ber of the members of the family settled
This completes the history of the
anyone.”
He was punctual to the moment.
lyn as a distinct city and make it a ment with Mr. Lorillard, he grew care along the Schuylkill, between Mont names of the villages of Upper Provi with three impressions, was ibund just
“Yes, ’em, I ’ll do it.”.
Daisy received him kindly, and after part of the metropolis as the territory less m his habits and his riding and
dence excepting Mont Clare or Quincy - as it had teen in the dream. The law
The next day Dot returned with her some common-place remarks—she laid above the Harlem river, and the sug lost many races. Had he behaved him Clare and the mouth of the Perkiomen.
This particular Jacobs, was Israel ville, concerning which we are not yet yer, who at once gave every facility for
basket.
her hand on his shoulder, and said, gestion of its foundation above the self he could have died well off. Teakes,
inquiry, was a junior partner in the
Jacobs, (of whom hereafter) he owned prepared to write.
“Mother didn’t do the shirts over smilingly:
firm which had drawu it up, and had
river bed, which cost so many lives all Mr. Lorillard’s present chief jockey all the land whereon now stands the
The
next
paper
will
lie
devoted
to
again, Jcanse she said she couldn’t
“ I am going to treat you to a scene combined inspire a species ’of awe which has a nice'little fai$) near Deckertown,
only recently come to London from a
village of Port Providence. After the villages of Lower Providence.
make ’em look any better.”
in real life this evening. I t is time, for a Philadelphian would give a great deal New Jersey, and is worth about $20,- wards this property fell into the hands
cathedral city, where the firm in ques
“Never mind, Dot. Wait here a few the play to commence, and if you will to arouse in the Quaker City. The date 000. Costello, a youth of eighteen,
Various eases of poisoning from the tion had a branch office, on the death
moments there is a lady here who de seat yourself in that alcove and remain of opening it has been so often post Mr. George Lorillard’s first jockey, of David Thomas who devised the use of perfumes have been reported in of the chief partner. The will was
same to his son Abel Thomas, by will
sires to go with you.”
In one in found to he good and valid, and was in
a hidden spectator, you will oblige me poned that one ceases to believe the an has about $35,000 invested in stocks, dated October 2 , 1797. ^ On the 18th recent English journals.
A short time after a young Irish girl very much.”
nouncements of the Commissioners. all his own savings. McLaughlin the of April, 1820, Abel Thomas sold 119 stance a little girl had bought some due course proved. Under it the re
in shabby dress and coarse red shawl,
heliotrope perfume at a bazaar, and lations, who had so suffered by theirHe could only bow and assent, and Yet, it is pretty definitely settled now American Auber is equally well off,
This lawsuit as to have been almost reduced
entered the room. Her face was very was so soon screened from view. In a that pedestrians will have an oppor and Heyward, Mr. Belmont’s famous acres of this land to Abel Fitzwater, had applied it on her face.
fed and freckled, and she wore a large few minutes Fred was announced. He tunity to cross the bridge by the first rider owns property on Long Island. father of Mr. Joseph Fitzwater still caused a vtj'eular eruption, swelling, to penury, obtained their due.
living in this neighborhood, and to itching, ana, in fact, erysipelas, which
blue glasses.
came in faultlessly attired his face of next month. People have ceased to Hughes who rode for Mr. James E. whom the author is indebted for much lasted for some time.
The scent was
You will wonder where all the dogs
T h e t o p ov the mornin’ to ye, me wreathed in smiles. Daisy received believe that the bridge will be a prac Kelly last year, got a salary of $4,000
made
with
some
of
the
product
of
coal
in
Georgia are until you dismount at
a year and ten per cent, of his winning of the information concerning this vil
gurl, she said to the child. “ An* what him cordially, and, after a few moments
tical benefit to the citizens of either mounts, besides his usual riding fee. lage. This land was sold for $27 per tar, and not with the odoriferous prin the gate of a planter’s house. Then
is je r name ?”
ciples of plants, thus acquiring its ir you will wonder If he owns all the do«*»
conversation be Said:"
city at any other time than perhaps in He last it all in speculation however.
acte, under «wid suttfcct to the quit ritating property#.
1.
in Xh^rgii.
O ver th e S ea..

■

TRAPPE,

LOCAL HISTORY.

He was asked by a friend how he felt. the stonewalks with lifeless bodies.
D, C., Jan. 11,1883. He replied, “I feel very iquch like a Tbfe shrieks of the unfortunates filled
great Stalwart Illinois neighbor of mine the air in a heart-rending manner.
We have just had the first real old- who was out logging ili his bare feet. Thte people below were unable to rend
PUBLISHED EVERT THURSDAY.
fashioned snow storm of 1 the season A log rolled over and Crushed one of, er any aid. Quite a number of the
here, and as we seldom have more than his big toes before he could escape. AU terrified guests and employees of the
TRAPPE, MONTG., . CO., PEN N ’A.
one “ run of sleighing during the winter drawn up with pain, he replied to thé hotel appeared at the windows, and
Washingtonians are making the most, question of how he was with, ‘well I am seeing the distance of the ground fell
E. S: M OSER," Editor and Proprietor. of it. Those who have horses have too big to cry, but it hurts too damn hack to .perish in the flames. About
been extemporizing all ' sorts of con bad to laugh.”
seventy-flye persons, nearly all employSpot.
cerns on runners in order to indulge in
T h u r sd a y , J a n u a r y 18, 1883,
ees of the'hotel, perished in the flames
the luxury of a sleigh ride. Sleighs
Interesting Paragraphs^ m
Tom. Tiuiprh and wife nearrowly es
jJ1 " ,
and cutters are a rarity here and the
The police of several towns in West-- caping. TV’^ a s ah appalling scene.
Tire Star route trial is still in slow man who owns one a t ‘such a time as'
While some where accepting all avenues
progress at Washington. It may be this is bigger than a lord. For several phalia, in Germany have pnblishd a of escape, ‘ others were swept into
days past the Capital has been in a list of the notorious drunkards of each eternity. The loss of property amount
in progress next year this time.
state of carnival. Those who could place, and hôtel keepers are forbidden to ed to' About, $500,000.
not do better had lots of fun coasting sell liquors to the persons prescribed.
A nother chapter of in|eres^ing L,9caI *6n the sidewalks, and being draWft bp
The flower mania took an acute form
Miss Livingstone’s Verdict.
History, from the pen of F. G. Hobson and down, with an occasional pitch
with a Philadelphia belle, who appeared
Esq., will be found on the first page into the sonw banks of the gutters. at a ball with eight bouquets. She cár-The merry laughter of these pleasure ried two, and the rest were held by. a AWARDED $15,000 IN HER SUIT AGAINST
of the present issue.
seekers, mingled with the cheerful jin maid, who stood in an alcove a n d .
FLEMING—DEMONSTRATION S OF POP
gle
of
the
sleigh
bells
filled
the
night
ULAR APPROVAL.
changed
posies
from
time
to
time
with
Mrs. Scoville has secured a divorce
air with the music of . fun and jollity her mistress.
N
ew Y ork, January 11.—A t twenty
from her husband. Ilis case'is an ex that fell pleasantly upon, the ear. The
1minutes to four this afternoon the case
ception to the general rule. He suffered greatest animation prevailed on the
A Georgia man is now living with of. Mary Alice Allmont Livingstone,
malignant abuse for performing his Avenue; which’ seemed to bé the favor his ninth wife and has-fiftj’-three child-' who sued the millionaire oil merchant,
ite drive of the sleigh riders, and the dren. Since his 18th year, when he Henry Fleming, for breach of promise
•duty lii an able manner.
ftin was kept up into night. The side was not holding the baby of evenings demanding $15,000, was given to the
jury. They were out but a few mo
A ll over the country lately buildings walks were lined with spectators, who he was out courting.
watched the swiftly gliding sleighs, fill
A Portland paper tells a story of a ments. When they returned there
have beén burning to an extent that ed with gay parties, and seemed to ex
was strained quiet in the room and the
seems to us as unusual, even at this , tract a great deal o f pleasure from it. wealthy but parsimonious Maine man audi.ence listened eagerly for the result.
who,
two
or
three
days
before
his
death
seasou or me year. W hat a dreadful The devices employed to rig up some
When the juro'rS names were called by
Sort of a contrivance that would go on. awoke in the evening, and, turning . to, (•■'Clerk Byrne he asked : “ Gentlemen of
thing was the Milwaukee fire.
runners, were calculated, to 'excite the the watcher of the bedside, asked : How ■the jury, have you agreed upon a ver
admiration
of the spectators, and in much do they give you a night ? “Two dict,?”. The foreman, Mr. Seaman, re
T wenty-three State. Legislatures are
some cases their laughter.. Looks were,, dollars and a half,” was the reply.»' sponded: “We have. We find for the
now in sessipn. Think of the amount • regarded as nothing, as long as the ‘Well, you needn’t come any mòre; I;;
plaintiff for,the fiill amount claimed.”
of brains more or less engaged iiTkeep- thing would go. Accounts from south can’t stand such a sum as that”'and he There was an instantaneous cheer which
ihg this country safe. Of course Cong of here report the snow storm the didn’t.
•shook itbe walls. Mr. Fleming had
A station master in India telegraphed slipped out and was nowhere to be seen.
ress, helps too. So many law-makers heaviest in. that section for years. The
social -event of the last week was the
certainly ought to demonstrate whether marriage of Senator Cameron’s daugh 200 miles td the central authorities;.. . Cheer upon cheer followed for the jury.
Tigar jumping about on the platform. Judge Pratt.sat back, with a contented
there is any virtue in political1reform. ter to an army officer. I t was a “bang “Please
telegraph instructions” the fact smile on his face looked placidly at the
up” wedding. The small pox reports is that the station master- was unable uproarious scene before him. Miss
T he retired chief Magistrate of Penn from Baltimore bas created something to get to the signal station owing to. Livingstone was in the witness room,
sylvania, ex-Governor Hoyt, receives of a scare here and our health depart the presence of a tigar on the platform where •she .^ a d been joined by her
ment is taking precautionary measures.!
the just credit of having discharged Inspectors have been placed at the and in order to avoid an apprehended mother. - They had not yet been in
the duties of the office acceptably. ‘depots, and passengers are closely collision he telegraphed to the head formed of the result. The junior coun
office for instructions to be sent to the sel for the defense asked for a new trial
He proved to be a good Governor, scrutinized upon landing, while each next signal box that an approaching and the plaintiff asked for an extra al
and deserves the commendations of the turnpike leading to the the city is train might be stopped in time. . -• lowance. - Justice P ratt granted a stay
populace. He is a man of brains, and . watched by policeman.
A remarkable pigeon . roost near and fixed a day for the argument of a
The question whether w;e.are to have
brains, like blood, will tell when judici any forward step in the direction of Macon, Miss., embraces forty acres lira motion forfjihe new trial. Miss Living
stone was (¡poking love to her little
ously exercised.
tariff reform and tax reduction by the valley surrounded by precipitous hills. baby in the waiting .room,, with her
A
creek
spreads
over
most
Of
it,
and:
a
present Congress is still an upen one,
mbtber by -her side, when she heard
T he tidal-wave Governor of New but the chances are decidedly against thick growth' of vegetation makes an thfertramp Sf a throng rushing, with
impenetrable
morass.
The
birds
seéin
Tork, and the tidal-wave Mayor of it. In spite of all the confident talk to have been prompted by instinct to cheers, to ti^e-door. She was called
and promises of the W ays and Means
New York city are a t present under Committee early in the session things select this as the safest lodging place out by a messenger and she came with
her baby in. Jjier arms. The crowd made
going unstinted criticism. ' The people at this stage look a little squally. : The for them in the region.' Between sun way
and on each side of the lane that
set
and
dark,
they
fly
in
from
all
quart
of the Empire State are endeavoring tariff bill reported from the Senate
was formed for her there were men and
ers
in
immense
numbers,
darkening
to learn just when and where the re Committee on Finance differs very the heavens, and making a roaring boys vigorously clapping their hands.
She colored almost to purple and her
form preached during the Campaign will materially from that of the Ways and noise.
Means Committee, and both are at va
little one-year-old waved his hand as
come in. They can’t see it yet,, and riance with the recommendations of
The Armstrong cannon recently though he. knew something of his
hence are sending up a dismal howl.
the Tariff Commission, while all three made for the Italian man-of-war Italia mamma’s victory.
fail to conform to the ideas either of costs $12,000 while the corresponding
1 1'...... 11 1
*
W hile our former friends 'are toast-, free traders or protectionists, and none gun to be made, by Krupp will cpst,
The Circus Disaster.
in g their toes and heels against the of them appear entirely satisfactory to $160,000. This enormous difference is
those who believe in moderate and pro partly explained by the different, modes
dining-room and kitchen fiery furnaces gressive measures of revenue reform. of manufacture, and partly ;by the fact À BURNING BUILDING FULL OF PEOPLE UNthese cold, snowy, wintry days, they When to the existing muddleo are add that the steel bore or the Krnpp can
' ABLE TO FORCE THE DOORS.
should remember that Februarj’ 20th is ed the amendments' of the House to non it is in two pieces, a form which
St. P etersburg, January 15.—The
the date of the local elections—town the Ways and Means Committee b ill,, has been proved does not in the least loss of life' by the burning of the ciréus
and the general confusion of ideas
ship and borough. A few thoughts on which will be created bj’ the attempt to weaken the gun. The Italia will be in Berditscheff on, .Saturday last wäs
furnished with three other guns like noi so great as at first reported, but it
the subject of “ general fitness” should reconcile the provisions of both meas the one just tried at Spezia, but rather is believed that oyer one hundred and
ures, I needs more than ordinary moré powerful, the result of récent im fifty persons perished in the flames.
be indidged in.
faith in. Congressional industry and provements.
, ; The fire broke out toward the end of
R obert E. P attison was duly inaugu discretion to expect any result what
the performance and was caused by theThe
Rev.
W.
H.
Hardman
o
f
Green
rated Governor . of ; Pennsylvania on ever from such chaotic materials. It wood, Neb., preached for a small sal careless handling of fireworks on the
is interesting to 'occasionally happen
Tuesday, without the ostentatious de around the east side of the House wing ary, but managed to save up $1,000 ,. stage. The curtain became ignited and
flames quickly spread to the walls
monstrations usual upon such occa in view of the Ways and Means Com which he held in readiness for any the
and roof. The members of the orches
promising
mercantile
investment
that
sions. He has a large programme to fill, mittee room- Oue can tell to a nicety
might offer. He met a man who said tra were the first victims. The audi
and one that will test his courage and what the committee is doing by the that he had $8,000 worth of goods in ence numbering eight hundred persons,
convictions. We trust his career as class of visitors. One day the barbed Chicago warehouse, the hidden prop rushed to the front door, but it opened
wire makers are on hand in force, but
Governor will not dim the lustre of his tonholing members as they pass in and erty of a bankrupt Indiana merchant. inward and as the crowd pressed for
ward it was rendered useless. A rush
past achievements. Give the young out ; another day the steel rail lobby These could be bought for 15 per cent, was then made to the two side doors,
of
their
value
if
$be
sale
could
be
kept
Governor a fair trial. We have confi monopolizes most of the space ; and the
both of which were nailed up, thus
jute butt fellows show up, and they are a secret. The clergyman parted with compelling the people to - take to the
dence in his manhood and integrity.
his
money
and
got
a
due
bill
for
the
followed in turn by the distillers and
windows, from which many sprang
their hired men. The tin men, the merchandise, but be has never able to into the street with their clothes a
T he exportation of live stock upon sugar refiners, the Standard oil com find the goods.
sheet of flame. Thè fire Brigade ar
a large scale from this country to Eng pany lobby, the plate glass manufac
A Swiss engineer named Foder, at rived within half an hour, but it was
land has be.cn successfully carried on turers, the tobacco men, and represen present employed on a railway in Fin impossible to extinguish the flames, as
during the last half year. The steam tatives of every other industry take land, has lately perfected a discovery the water in the tanks was frozen. The
ship Victoria, running between Boston their turn, and they are alwaj’S on the which if all that is said of it be true, fire lasted two hours. Eye-witnesses
alert.- The buttonholes of the poor will prove an immense boom to-railway
and Liverpool, has taken over, with tortured members have suffered terribly companies. The invention consists of say that when the doors were finally
opened a mass of burning people was
very slight loss, 3,211 head of cattle from the strain. Recently the ship an indicator, of easy application to all visible within. The horses and prop
and 1,846 sheep. The fact is of great builders have joined the throng and existing wagons and locomotives, erties of the circus were all destroyed.
importance to American stock raisers pervaded the entire south end of the whereby their speed, the number of
stoppages they make, the duration of
building.
and British consumers.
A Wild-Cat’s Ride On A Deer.
There will never be an end to the ag the stoppages, and the time at which
From the Minneapolis Tribune.
itation of the pension subject in Cong they are made are exactly and autom
T here is reason to -hope that Fitz ress so long as there are claim agents atically registered. The apparatus has
One night recently a hunter residing
John Porter will at last receive the jus in Washington to stir the matter up. been tried and and its efficiency pro near Custer was arousd by an unusual
tice he has so long sought. On Thurs It cannot be honestly disputed that the ved on a railway in Finland and on a noise near his cabin. Taking his gun
went out to see what the trouble,
day the Senate agreed to the bill re Government has treated with almost part of the line between Moscow and he
was and noticed a deer at full speed
profligate
liberality
those
who
suffered
St.
Petersbnrg.
storing him to the army and to place
with a wild-cat perched on its back,
injuries through their service in the
The pleasures of freezing are set and making frantic efforts to cut the
him on the retired list. Senator Cam late war. The justice and propriety
eron, of this.State, was the leading Re- of this there are few to deny, even forth by a Canadian physician, who deer’s throat with its sharp teeth. The
lately enjoyed them. His tongue and
publican in urging the passage of the though a large preoentage of the money 'then his arms became stiff, sharp chills hunter raised his gun and fired. The
wild-cat instantly jumped from off the
bill. Cameron is a political boss, but thus paid byr Uncle Sam has gone to ran down his back, and finally it seemed deer’s back and made for its assailant.
liquidate
fraudulent
claims
and
found
as though his whole body had been
he had the heart aud courage to defend
its way into the coffers of claim agents congealed causing an almost entire ces The mait reloaded his rifle, and when
a much wronged man.
some of whom have thereby grown sation of the heart’s action. This con the animal was within twelve or fifteen
feet of him he again fired and killed
immensely rich in a few years. But
T he product of the Lead ville mines granting, that what has already been dition of suffering speedily gave place the brute. Just as he fired the last
a grateful warmth which seemed to shot the deer.-fell dead but a few paces
of gold, 8ilver a n d load for 1880 vraa Gone Is right there in no reasonable de to
sufluse the system and cause an ex from where the hunter first saw it.
$11,121, 402, This is largely in excess mand for further action. Yet since the hilarating glow. He was driving, and
of the yield of any previous year, even present session convened innumerable by this time had reached a house, but
pétitions asking an increase of the pen
including the period of excitement at sion rate and a charge in existing pen he went on, thinking that nothing was
tending the discoveries of the carbon sion laws have been coming into Cong now to be feared. The sleigh appeared
to him to glide through the air with
ate fields. Over $ 66,000,000 in precious ress. I t appears from an examination great swiftness, and the horses flew
minerals have been taken from these of these documents that the body of like birds. A sense of exaltation filled
mines since their discovery in 1818. .the petitions were printed here and him and he urged the beasts to greater
distributed throughout the country for
The total product of Colorado for 1882 signatures. The petitions are alike in speed. The woods on each side of the
is quoted at $26,150,898. Thus it will form and substance and it is intimated road were passed so quickly that they
became indistinguishable black lines.
be seen that the Leadville region fur that they originated with some of the Then the jingle of the bells sounded
A most reliable remedy for the speedy and
nishes more than two-thirds of the more disreputable Washington claim further away until they passed out of certain cure of Rheumatism, Sprains, Bruises,
agencies,
which
sent
them
broadcast
Neuralgia,
Headache, Toothache, Stiff Joints,
whole product of the State.
hearing in the distance. He fell grad
over the land with the request that ually into a delicious slumber, which Sores, Pain in the Side, Back or Limbs, Cuts,
Burns or Scalds, Sore Throat, Frosted Feet, Soft
they be filled up and forwarded to
Corns, Chapped Hands, Mumps, Quinsy, Bites
T he House passed the pension hill members of Congress. The whole pur came near being the sleep of death.
or Stings of Insects, Poison from Plants, Cramps
on Saturday, appropriating some $85,- pose of this is to keep the pension
Colic, Diarrhoea, and all cases where there is
A Hot«! Horror.
pain or distress . , >
000,000, though scarcely with the same business alive for the benefit of these
J3T"The Magnetic Liniment will give Speedy
claim
agents.
Relief, if applied to the parts affected.
promptness which distinguished its ef
SEVeNTY-FIVE
PERSONS
BELIEVED
TO
HAVE
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicines
I f any American doubts that this is
forts in this direction last year, when
generally.
, ap
. £
L08T THEIR LIVES.
a republic let him come to Washington
, t t , agreed, under a suspension of the and see our great men riding about in
A terrible calamity happened in Mil Price 25 Cents per Bottle,
rules* to expend $ 100,000,000 for this thé street cars. On Pennsylvania ave waukee on Wednesday last week. The
Prepared and for sale by
purpose. The House has now passed nue a day or two since I saw three J us- Newhall house, a six storry brick
eight of the thirteen appropriation bills, tices of the Supreme Court, Brandley, building, on the corner of Michigan
street and Broadway, was burned to
and it seems probable that the routine Matthews and Harlan, hanging on to the ground at an early hour. The fire Dealers will find it for sale also by SMITH,
the straps in a three-cent bob-tail car,
KLINE & CO., 309 and 311 North 3d street,
business will be pretty well attended to while every seat was occupied by negro was discovered at about 4 o’clock, when Philadelphia.
jy!3’83.1y.
at the time of adjournment, much bet workmén from the Navy Yard. The all the guests were sleeping, and in less
F arm ers!
ter than is usual with short sessions, Justices passed up tickets and played than half an hour, the whole building,
If you want free sample copies of the largest
although there dosen't appear to be conductors for the workmen with great long designated as a death trap, was
amiabifity. Judge Payson, of Illinois, enveloped in flames. Scenes of the ut and best agricultural paper in the country, write
much prospect of the passage of a num- tells a new story about Abraham Lin most terror prevailed. The inmates yours and your neighbor’s names on a postal
and mail it to Farmers’ Friend Pub. Co.y
l« r of bills really ..demanded by the coln.. Lincoln during the war received of the doomed building jumped by card
South Bendy Ind. Price 50 cents a year and
- business interests of the country.
news of a severe reverse of our arir s. I dozens from the upper stories covered Premiums to .every ^subscriber.

Providence Independent.

OUR W A SH IN G TO N L E T T E R .

Furniture! Furniture! Furniture!

W ashington ,

H EA D M A N ’S

MAGNETIC LINIMTNT !

F. M. HEADMAN, P eisln ri Pa.

CA RPETS! CARPETS! CARPETS!
O ill-C loths 1

O il-C loths J

O il-C loth s

Window Shades! Window Shades!

.A.

S T O Q Z I
tgP~T H R E E FLOORS W ELL FILLED.

Beautiful W alnut and Ash Chamber Suits,
Spaa, Baa Si, ai Hair-CH, Parlor Saits,-Nev Desips.
o

TAPESTRY, INGRAIN, RAG, HEMP,

«8

Ph '

AND STAIR CARPETS !
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Onr Stock has been selected w ith
that care and judgment that will warrant us to guarantee it to be as represented.
Come and learn prices.
F or

s a l e a n d put u p , w h e n d e s ir e d .

G. W . O ZIA S, Jr., Trappe, Pa.
E N T E R P R IS E

O A R R IA Q E

»

W O R K S !

C O L L E G E V I L L E , PA.
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WINDOW SHADES, LACE CURTAINS, D RAPERIES, and CORNICES,
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Of the Most Durable and Comfortable Kind to fit. any Bed.

'

The undersigned would respectfully announce to the public that they have re
opened the Carriage Manufactory, (formerly occupied by W. Blanchford) and are prepared to fill all orders promptly and satisfactorily.

A LL K IN D S OF V E H IC LE S
MANUFACTURED TO ORDER,

LIG H T W O R K A SPECIALTY^
R E -P A IR IN G done in the best manner.

_____

T H E K EY STO N E

Satisfaction Guaranteed.

W hether o ld & N ic o la i.

F R E S H

G R O C E R IE S I
COFFEES, TEAS, SPICES,

Dry Goods Store

C A N N E D F R U I T , D R I E D F R U I T , &C.

In Order to Close Out its Large
Stock of

F ull S tock or N otions, H osiery, &c.

L a d ies C oats,

DOLMANS,
And DRISS GOODS,
Will make a Reduction in Prices,
Commencing from D ecember 1st, 1882.
We will Reduce a Lot of

Dress Goods to 121-2 Cts.,

Syrups and Sugars, Fresh and pure.
The Best Cigars and Tobacco,

B O O T S JA 3ST3D S H O E S
For all kinds of wear has been judiciously selected, and will be disposed of at
bottom figures. Repairing done. Hoods delivered free. Patronage
kindly solicited.

F. B. RUSHONG, Trappe, Pa.
1882.
Quick Sales.

At The

CORNER STORE,

That w e h a v e Sold a t 15 Cts. p e r Yard.

Coals ani Dolmans 25p orct,reteiloi

1882.
Small Profits.

You icill find at all times ® large and well selected Stock o f

D ry Goods and Notions«

CALL ON

M O R G A N WRIGHT,

Gents' Furnishing Goods, Gents' whole suits made to order ; $5,00 a/nd upioards,
At the Keystone Dry Goods Store from a large Stock o f plain and fancy Cassimeres and Worsteds.
NORRISTOWN, PA.

PU RE FRESH

V ictory! V ictory!!
-Iflp

DR. H O W E R 'S

1UU C o u g h R e m e d y
PURELY VEGETABLE.
Will CURE COUGHS, COLDS and TH R O A T
D ISEASES.
..
DON’T BE DELUDED into paying 75 cts* and
a $1.00 for Cough Syrups, when you cau purchase
Dr . HOWER’S Improved Tar, Wild Cherry,
Hoarhound, Elecampane, Coltsfoot, Honey and
Sugar, Liquorice, a solid Cough preparation, for
10 cents. This is purely a vegetable esnpound.
No opiates, therefore can be taken without any
deleterious consequences. Equal to eight onnc.es
of Syrup of Tar. Sold by all Druggists and
Dealers in Medicine.

G R O C E R I B S ,
Full L in e o f the Rest. Q U E E N SW A R E , G L A SSW A R E , WOODund W IL L O W
W ARE, H A R D W A R E nd C U T L E R Y .

B o o ts & S h o es D irect from th e F a cto ry .
PAINTS

JO S . O . G O T W A L S ,
P. O. Address, Phcenixville, Penn’a.

W . H. Blanchford,
Carriage Works.

At G. F. Ilunsicker’s Store Rahn Station is unsurpassed in Variety,
Quality and Price. We mention the p r i n c i p a l Departments:

You will be sure of being suited, as I have
Jum p Seat carriages, three or four kinds of Piano
Box carriages, also the Brewster, Dexter and
Eleptic carriage. Come and examine my w»rk
and learn prices.
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
CoHegeviile, Fa.

GROCERIES:
We always keep a full and carefully
selected stock of Fresh Pure Groceries,
so that every customer may make satis- ■
factory purchases. Coffee, Sugars,
Teas, Spices, canned fruits, of the best.
Produce; Apples, sweet and white pota
toes, Ac. &c &c.,„ “ Eat drink and be
Merry,” aud remember that we can sup
ply you.
------ T:0—0:--------

Get the Best.
Webster’s Dictionary is the best. Every family
should have a copy. Allison’s Webster’s Dic
tionary, containing over 800* illustrations, 50,000 words and phrases, conjprehensivtdy defined,
useful facts.and tables, foreign.words*udj>hrases
pronouncing vocabulary o f scripture and proper
names, list of mythological and classical names;
United States census for 1880 and many other
useful tables. Postpaid fbr only 50 cents. Ad
dress E. Florence &>Co., P, 0 . box 1860, South
Bend, Ind.

Clothes and Cassimers:
We are selling excellent Cloths, and
Cassimers at first cost. If you want a
bargain here is a chance. They are
goods in Stock from last year and we
desire to dispose of them as soon as pos
sible. Also a well selected stock of the
latest styles of Clothes and Cassimers at
prices that will surprise you for cheap
ness. Suits made to order. If you need
clothing we will clothe you, and you
will be happy.

RANTED.
A Blacksmith.
FORD, CoHegeviile,

to W. H. BLANCH-

_ — rO—O:------

F E N S IO N S .
For Soldiers on any disease, wound or injury.
Fees, $10. Bounty, Back Pay, Discharges for
Deserters, etc., procured. 14 years experience.
Address, C. M. SITES & CO., «04 F Street,
Washington, D. C.

IM P L
EM ENTS
------ :0—0:—■——
Onr stock of rake«, forks, ghoveli Ac.
is not surpassed anywhere oat side of
the large towns. Seed time is here, and
harvest approaching, and before pur
chasing your implements call and see
Our stock and learn our prices. Onr
object js not merely to sell you one bill,
but to secure your regular patronage by
fair dealing.

PATENTS.;

A F B E B S O Y A S M IT H ,
Solicitor» of TT. S. and For»
I elan Pa enta. No. 700 s< Venth
Street, cor. Gy opp. U. S. p a t
ent Office. Washington. O. C- Correspondence so
licited. No charge for adv’ce. No fee charged un
less P atent is allowed. KeP*rcnces Lewis Johnson
ft Co.. Rankers, and Postmaster. Washington».!!. C.
Pamphlet o f Instruction« free.

s

----- -iO—0:------

N O T I O NS,
We cau give you no adequate idea of
the stock and variety of Notion«,= you
must call, see for yourself aud he; con
vinced. Silk Handkerchiefs from 25
cents to $1.25. . White handkerchiefs, 6
for 25. Full stock of Ladies’ and Gent’s
neckwear. - Please remember us when
in need.

•<¿i -£ I R M U ADOIi U.N’L OD.úS\ l l L s STEAD OEH'EliacATSa and all
L Np RC:iIP >» u*rh< -m l *11. Ln: *e

fc/.i-tii w i f i * ' T P liio n s Paid. D«> y*u w aul
’i o.-buvl? II sM,.wrt!e u>
A.
M

fi

-.i . --v

■»**» ns; a n , f>. *’•

SPRIN G and ) T T A r P Q t
SU M M ER j X j LX JL -L k J I
The largest assortment, lowest prices, and
L A T E S T S T Y L E S . The only place to find a
full line of Mens’

Furnishing Hoods,

^

■

D R Y GOODS.
You will always find us prepared to
fully equip you with Dry Goods of all
descriptions, qualities and prices. An
enumeration is not necessary here. . We
will only me.ntion, the latest calico
prints, Calico remnants (that we are
•«selling at a great sacrifice). Dress
Goods;—latest patterns. Cassimeres.
Sheetings—full width—bleached and unbleached; Tickings, &c «fee, Remember
the fact,’ and profit by paying us a visit.

Boots & Shoes
In variety. Men’s boots for $1.75-—
the best for the money in the market.
Rubbers, Overshoes, Ac., for men,> wc^men and children.
: 47
Ladies and childrens’ shoes and gait
ers of all styles, at almost wholesale
cost. We can supply everybody, y6ung
and old, with ju st what may be" wanted
in this department, and don’t forget jus
when in need

----- :0—0:—----

Calicoes : ;
New stock of Calicoes; choicest and
latest prints. Ghinghams in variety.
For quality style and price, we aré
bound to excel. Come and see us.
No trouble to show goods. Special barr
gains in remnant calicoes, of which we
have a large stock on hand.
------- :;0—o: - -

STOCKINGS and HOSIERY:
The íárgest stock of Stockings and.
Hosiery outside of Philadelphia. Stock
ings from 5 cents up. Stockings that
were sold at 15 to 20 cents per pair are
selling at 10 cents. We can supply* Jrou
with any yariety or specialty th a t you •
may desire, so give us a call.

Remember that our Stock of Crockery and Qneesisware is
the largest in this section of the county. -Any
thing th at you may desire we can supply
you with at bottom figures.

We extend our heartiest thanks to the pubHe for the liberal patronage th at we have
received in the p a st, and seek the present method of extending an invitation to all, old
customers and new, to further favor us with their patronage.

G . F . H U N S IC K E R ,

in Pott*town. Agent for Knox’es Hats, the
Globe Shirt and Celluloid Collars, cuffs,

R .517M.
Root,
High Street, Pcrttstewn, Pa.

Upper Providence Square, Montg. Co.

Large STOH of GOODS

FOR LITTLE MONEY
GO TO

CoHegeviile

OILS.

By Constantly adding new goods I am able to keep up a good selection. .

If p a want a Goal Carnap
PROPRIETOR OF THE

AND

Iron Bridge P. 0 .

Sfe.

Kahn Station Pa.,

An ^entertainment will be given in wife will wee|>, your mistress lament,
Keystone Haft,'" SfeippAekville, by the artd yotar lffdy wear mourning. Which
Ironbridge Cornet Band, on Saturday will you have ?”
evening next, which will deserve to
T hursday, Ja n u ary 18, 1883.
be largely attended.
A n Irish Braw l.
TERMS:—SI.35 PER TEAR, IN ADVANCE.
On
Tuesday,
last week, Constable
Senator Sutton, of this county, has
Samuel Pugh arrested Alexander Debeen
placed
on
the
following
commit
This paper has a larger circulation
tees—five in number:, Constitutional vinney, of Quincyville, on a charge
in this section o f the county than any Reform, Judiciary Special, A pprbpria- preferred by his Wife, of making threats
other paper published. As an adver tions, Centennial Affairs and Judicial and drunkenness. He was arrested in
Phoenix ville and takqji before Justice
tising medium the uIndependent" ranks Apportionment.
Grover, at Oaks Station, and Alexan
. among the most desirable papers, having
. Mr. O. P. Shellenberger, of the firm der was placed under bonds to keep
a Ivrge and steadily increasing circula of Beaver & Shellenberger, this place, the peace; Thé n e x t'daÿj Alexander,
tion in various localities throughout the slipped and -fell on the ice on Sunday in a spirit of retaliation, caused Mrs.
evening last, and/ received serious .Tnt Dévinney's arrest, expressing a fear of
county.
being ‘ poisoned, for threats, &c., and
I t is the aim o f the editor and pub ternal injuries which confine him to his on Friday there was’another exchange
room: at present. He had just stepped
lisher to make the “ Independent” o n e jf onfc of F. Leitseh’s piano and organ es of compliments, more forcible than ele
Mrs.
the best local and general newspapers tablishment when the accident occurred. gant, at Sqqire Grover’s, office.
Devinnejv js 4 id she’would rather go to '
in the county, or anywhere else, and to
Stock -Sales.
jail than furnish security to keep the
this end we invite correspondence from
peace, but before the* constable had
On
next
Monday
afternoon
AHebach
every section
will sell another car.Ioad of fresh cows conveyed her (in his carriage of course)
200 yards in the diréetioii Of F ort
at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel.
PERKIOMEN RAILROAD.
Schall, Alexander went yelling after.
Cows averaged $43,50 at Fores- He wanted to settle the trouble, and
We publish the following Schedule gratuitously
man’s salé at Dorworth’s hotel, this back
for the convenience of our readers.
to the Squire’s they went. After
Passenger trains leave Collegevilt, Station as place, on Tuesday. He expects to hold
the couple had promised to pay, the
follows :
another sale at the, same place on or costs, the, Constabletook the pair home
VOH PHILADELPHIA AND POINTS'SOUTH.
about th 6th of February.
—no doubt the’battle to renew.

Providence Independent.

M ilk................................................................6.56 a.m.
Accommodation.................................. 8.25 a. m .
A novel, pleasing and
M arket....... .................................. ,* .. . 4 . 2 5 p, m.
A c c o m o d a tio n . ..............................................4.45 p.m . Entertainment will be giyen
FOR ALLENTOWN AND POINTS-NORTH AND WEST.

M ail ..................................... ...., . .7.44 a. m.
Accomodation.................. „................... 9,14 a. m.
M arket......................
.3.13 p. m.
Accommodation...................................6.41 p. m.
SCNDATS—SOUTH.
M ilk......................................................... 6.56 a. m.,
Accomodation________ . . . _____ , ___5.12 p. m.
NORTH.
Accommodation............................................9.S5 a.m.
Milk.........................................
6.06 p. m.

The ice men along the Perkiomen
are sanguine. They expect to harvest
a full crop. A. Hunsicker, Jr., has his
large ice-house, near Collegeville, well
filled
D. H. Casselberry, tlie well-known
dealer in horses will arrive at his
stables, near Evansburg, to-day, with'a
lot of Virginia Horse Those desiring
good stock should call and see them.
The Ironlu-idge Cornet Band will
hold a Ladies’ Fair in Friendship Hall,
Rahn Station, commencing on; the 27th
of the present month, and benefits de
rived therefrom will be used in procur
ing a band wagon. '

Interesting
ip Fenton V
Hall Collegeville on Saturday evening
27th. Elmore, the famous Illusionist
will present a lengthy brogramme of
inexplicable wonders that cannot fail
to excite admiration. Part second in
cludes “a night with the spirits, or,
mystic influences of Past Ages.” Don’t
fail to see Elmore’s wonders.

; The County Commissioners at their
meeting on Saturday last, resolved to
pay off on the first of April outstand
ing county bonds to the amount of
$ 10,000. The tax rates for the coming
year was fixed at two mills, the same
as last year. AH the old officers were
re-appointed, to-wit: Clerk, James B.
Holland; Solicitor, A. S. Swartz; Jan
itor, John Stauffer. Jacob Stanffer
-was re-appointed as manager of the
Lawrenceville bridge, and Harry Bean
for tlie Royersford bridge.

Cam p Instituted.
^C itm p NiyJffilv-PatriotioiOrder Sons
of America. wa4 duly instituted by'the
District President, R. T. S. Hallowell,
on last Wednesday evening, in Fenton’s'
Hall, Collegeville. Thirty-eight visit
ing members representing Camps from
Pottstown, Dpuglassville, Norristown,'
Spring . Cityv Conshohocken, Manayunk and Lansdale, were in attendance.
Twenty-seven persons were" initiated
during the evening. The following
officers were installed by the D. P :
Past President : ^ N. R. Hunsicker;
President: J. Howard Richards; Vice
President, A. D. Fetterolf, Esq.; Mas
ter oi Forms and Ceremonies: F., G.
Hobson, Esq.; R. S .: Horace Rimby,
Assistant S. Wm. H. Fenstermaclier;
F. S .: J. D. Sallade; Treasurer: Dr.
J. H. Hamer: Conductor: J./M. Bfeard;
Chaplain: Henry A. Hunsicker; Inner
Guard: C. F. Reichelderfer; Outer
G uard: Lewis H. Ingram ; Sentinels :
A. R. Hunsicker, and Frank Preston ;
Trustees ; Ammon Rimby, A. D. Fet
terolf and’Lewis H i Ingram. As this
Camp is a beneficial Order, the pros
pects ahead are very bright to secure a
very good membership. 1‘
H. R.

college was an audience better pleased the most popular and saleable song
Philadelphia Produce Market
with their entertainment.
jg S T A T E N O T IC E ,
ever published in America. Over $ 1^
F lour.
The salutatorian, ' 0. H. Perry, 900 having already .been paid to the
Eagleville, Pa,, welcomed the audience author as rov'ulitv in less than seven Pennsylvania Extra Family.'; f. 4 60 @ 4 85
.
Estate. Óf^C’ii'rieS Slat,. ¡ate of Retinomeli
Western E x tra ..
5 50 @ 5 65(
eORDshlp, Motivò Mery county, deceased,
and faculty in a few appropriate re week after issue, i t is composed the by 1 Rye
Flour. ..................... . . . ’ ’
@
8'
75
a
il
persons indehfed to said estate are ietftiesmarks, and then in a calm,. impressive popular song writer, Charlie Baker.and
. ted to make immediate payment, and those liarmanner discussed his theme—Caste dedicated to the Traveling Men of
i l legal claims against thè same, will present
Red W heat..
them without delay in proper order for settle-Outside of India, S. L. Messinger, America, the great fraternity who earn Corn
. .......
ment
to
SAMUÈL STAR, Tranne P. O ,
Flicksviller Pa., ‘discoursed on The thir livelihood by their constant “grip.” Oats.........
JOSEPH L. STAR, Sehtf etiksviHe p , 0 .
Rye......... .
Love of Life in a convincing, ArgumenThe music is very prerty.and simple;
t Administrator,
tative manner. T^he oratfon was good can be played on either piano or organ.
PROVISIONS,
gST A ÏT î NOTICE.
and the orator made quite a good im Price 40 cents per copy, or four copies Mess Pork.............
..18 60
lp (ft
pression on 4he audience. Persever for $ 1.00. Sent by mail, post paid, to Dried Beef.............
.12
14
• •
Estate of A^sllza B. Dewtei, Lain of Cpper
ance was well handled by S. H. Philips, any part of the United States upon re Mesa Beef
Hams.............
Providfenee township, Montgomery count# dee’d.
.4 8
2? 0ó
Johnson ville, Pa. True Greatness ceipt of price. Postage stamps taken Beef
Hum :......................
Notjcc
hereby given that letters testamentary
13}i@ @19 00upob saidisEstate
formed the thème of H. A. Bomber- as currency. Address all orders to F. Sides.......................
have been granted to the unn'A®
14«’
flertlgnSd.- All persons indebted to said estate
ger’s production
That gentleman W. Helmick, music dealer, and pub Shoulders...............
are requested to make Immediate payment, and
PickledShoulders,
9 ■
showed by his entire mastery of the lisher, 180 Elm street, Cincinnati, O.
laird .
those having legal tiainis afcatfitt the Salle WIT
theme and impressive delivery that he
present them without delay in proper order for
SEEDS.
settlement
to FRANK M. ttOBSON\ Executor,
is a true “chip of the old block.”
Messrs. Wetherold & Nicolai, have Flaxseed__
Collegevillfi, P. O. Pa:
@
1
35
The feature of the evening was the opened the carriage manufactory form Timothy.
85
2 00
eulogy on Thaddens Stevens, delivered erly occupied by Mr. Blanchford, and Clover.........
^ E W BURGLAR ALARM!
13 @
bÿ fl. Alvin Hunsicker, Freeland. That are ready to fill all orders in the best
Philadelphia Hay Market.
gentleman discoursed briefly upon the manner and at reasonale prices. See
The best ever Invented. Protect your forafli- s
-W’ ii v
P hiladblpuia , Jan. 6,1882.
and your eash against the invasion of burglars.
early life and struggles of the “Great advertisement in another column.
During tlie week ending th e Shove dated'thcre
seen to be appreciated.
Commoner” and then eloquently por
were received a t .the Farmers’ Hay and Straw
Sofe Agent
? ^ „ G; for
fDErCpper
TTWlLiProvidence.
K- U' ^ ' d e n c e Square,
||g|f°The Scarlet,; Cardinal Red, Old Market 318 loads of hay and 52 of straw, which sole
trayed his firm and unshaken stand in
were sold, at .the following prices :
Gold,
Navy
Blue,
Seal
Brown,
Diamond
Congress against human slavery. But
Prime Timothy Hay per 100 pounds n 95(5) 105
“ « h
. 85^ J* p O R SALE.
as Chairman of thç Ways and Means’ Dyes give perfect -results. Any fash Mixed
75
Straw per 100 pounds____
committee in our late Rebellion, the ionable co lo r,10 cents.
orator most eloquently and vividly
thé
Collegeville, sttuated «Mar
Philadelphia Tattle Market.
the public school house. For further partie«^
brought before the minds of his hearers
iri dull; and. fraction lower, lars apply to
A. D. FETTEROLF,
the man of indomitable will, standing
On January ,13th,-1883, at Freeland, by Rev. J. iSaHThead arrived and sold at'the diiferent yards
.
G p lle g e v il 1e,. P n .
■»
at the helm of this great-nation in thé H. Hendricks, Mr. David D. Nyoe, of Lower •at d@7c. per tt>., the latter rate for extra.
Salford,.to Miss Kate 8. Detwiler, ofE ast Perkii!,n ,fa.ir Remand and alosed firm. I 0O L LEG E Y ILLE NEWS STAND.
hour of great- danger.'
13,000 bead sold at tne. differeht yards ai 3(te;6c.
omen, both of Montgomery county.
per ft»., as to condition.
The Schaff Oration—The necessity _ O n January 13th, 1883, by the same, Mr. John and lambs at
Subscriptions taken for all the leading daily
were in demand, 4400 head sold at
of Intellectual Independence, delivered H. Wlllauer, of Ironbridge, to Miss Lizzie B. theHoga
different yards a t 8^@ 9U c. per lb., as to and weekly papers, and popular magazines at
Moyer,
of
Towamenciu,
both
of
Montgomery
by Morvinç Custer, Fair view Village, county.
quality.
the lowest office prices. The Philadelphia WeekH
■
Pre*», $1.50 per year, With largo and beautiful
was a good scholarly production, well
map
of Pennsylvania, as a premium.
A C H O IC E L O T O F
befitting a member of the senior class.
flENRY YOST, CoHeguvUle. P«,
.
IM
PORTANT^
F
A
C
TS.
Mr. Custer’s delivery was a direct ap
The finest assortment of Handkerchiefs we
ÿfGTICE.
peal to the higher instincts and feelings
of the audience, and that the hearts of ever have shown can be seen now a t Leopold's.
25 cent embroidered Handkerchief’s a t Leo On hand, and for Sale by
.Notice Is hereby given that application will be.
the assembly were reached was abundmade to the next Legislature, for ihe enactment
F. W. W ETHERELL & CO,fl
anlly testified by their open appreci pold’s.
of a law entitled “ An Act to provide for the
50 cents for fine brocade Silk Handkerchiefs
ation.
N. I>.—Rye Wanted.
Areola Mills. appointment of successors to the Testamentary
at Leopold’s.
Trustees of the Bringhurst Trusts, for the
The music for the occasion, furnished
$1.37 is. the price for a very handsome em,
Boroughs of Norristown and Pottstown, and the
by the Lansdale Orchestra, directed by broidered
p u b l i c
s a l e
Township
of Upper Providence, in the Cotrtftv
Handkerchief at Leopold’s. • They
W. D. Heebner, was highly appreciated. couldn’t ba made in America under $2.50 or
of Montgomery.’’ The object of the law *1»
OF
be to provide for the appointment of sneeesors
The solo’s sung by Miss Ella Heist, $3.00.
fo .the Testamentary Trustees of the Bringhurst
were excellent, and thé audience listen 12>4 cents is the price of a very large variety
Trusts, of the above named districts from time
ed as one entranced.' Another novel of colored border, imported Handkerchiefs TAH! .bU 6old at Public 8ale, on MONDAY to time, by the Orphans’ Court of Montgomery
County. .
™
*
feature of the music was the little Miss at Leopold’s;
"
ARY 22, at Perkiomen Bridge Hotel, 1 car
HART LOUCKS,
agTrjjg Load of Fresh Cows with calves, direct
Jennie D. Heebner presiding at the
Hemstitched Silk Handkerchiefs a t Leopold’s. j^ J j^ f r o m Hunt, county. Good judgm ent was
FRANK. M. HOBSON, .
piano. It is hoped that the orchestra
H. W. KRATZ,
Spring wrist lined Kid Gloves and Mitts for exercised in the selection of this stock* and it
Testamentary Trustee*.
may be prevailed-upon to visit the col Ladies and Gentlemen,, cheap, at Leopold’s.
will be to the interest of purchasers to attend
lege sodn again. ' r: *
L ee.
Fine Imported Cashmere Mittens for children sale. Sale at 1 o’clock p. m.
^O T IC E
Canditlons.by
\ H. H. ALLEBACH.
and ladies, choice stylés, a t Leopold’s.
J./G. Fetterolf, auct.
J. G. Detwiler, clerk.
H om e Flashes, agd S tray Sparks
Terra -Cotta, Lacing and Mousquetaire Kid
On and after January 1st, 1883, the Grain,
Gloves, new fresh goods, at Leopold’s.
PUBLIC SALE
From Abroad.
Coal and Feed Business at Terkes Station, Pa.,

f

EY E BRAN

F R E S H COW S ! I

■ John I. Carter, proprietor of the
Chatham creamery, in Chester county,
is about,to introduce new machinery in
his establishment by which butter Vill
lie extracted immediately from the milk
will be continued by A. Cf. Landes, instead of J.
Good Gossamer Coats and Circulars at the
OF
H. Landes, the latter desiring to relinquish said
without being set for the cream to rise,
—The sleigh-bells are jingling, and lowest prices at- Leopold’s.
portion of his business, has transferred it to his
i
t
is
claimed
by
this
system
more
but
Handsome
Dolmans
of
our
own
make
at
re
the
gay
are
mingling
out
of
doors.
An unknown man, apparently a rail
son, who will endeavor to keep on hand a full
t A 1! ! . be„ eold at Public Sale, on FRIDAY,
duced prices, Leopold.
and give his customers the cash worth of
road laborer, was found dead last ter, and of a better quality, can be ob Correspondence.
JANUARY 5th, ,1883, at Frederick’s: Hotel, stock
•
—Tobacco
is
grown
in
sixty-four
out
their money, but of course no Inducements can
For a handsome Cloak go to Leopold’s.
Trappe. One Car-Load of
1*riday afternoon in the basement of tained than by the old process of rais
be
extended
to parties desiring to buy on a longer'
sixty-seven counties in ' this
Over eighty persons are given daily employ-^
_;ern Pennsylvania Fresh Cows
the music stand in Reves’ Park, Phoenix- ing the cream aud churning it, besides The Schools of Upper Providence. of*the
credit than 30 days.
A. C. LANDES.
State.
These
are
a
good
lot
'and
should
receive
the
at
ment
by
Howard
Leopold.
leaving
the
milk
sweet
for
other
pur
THE GRADED SCHOOLS.
ville. He was frozen to death.
tention
of
purchasers.
Atnong
the
lot
Is
a
fine
A couple good apprentices to learp dressmakposes after the butter is'extracted.
—Henr3’ H. Ellis has sold his house ing are needed at Leopold’s, where dress and thorough bred Holstein cow—hard to beat. fpiIE POPULAR
There are four graded schools in this
The late Henry -Kneedler, who died
Sale to commence at 2 o’clock. Conditions fly
near
Rahn
Station,
to
Israel
HunsWhile Lewis Hoff, near Limerick township, too m the Trappe Indepen
cloak making in all its details can. lie thoroughly D. McFeat, auct.
DANIEL POTTEIGER.
in Lansdale last week, and who would
berger, for $l; 200.
PINING ROOMS,
dent
district
and
two
in
the
township
learned.
Square,
was
leading
a
heifer
fastened
have been 82 3'ears of age next March,
I
P
T
T
I
B
I
jI O
SALE
Ladies’
Gossamer
Leggings,
$1,
at
Leopold’s.
served two terms as Director of the to a rope, one day last week, the ani proper. In these schools the advanced
Juilge. Bo3"er held .his first session
Under Acker’s-Bulldtog, Swede Street. Heer
OF
Umbrellas, all sorts, good, cheap; reasonable;
Main, Norristown,
Poor, to which office he was elected by mal became suddenly enraged, broke piipils^are separated from thè beginners off court; in Montgomery,,county on
at
Leopold’s.
and
put
under
the
charge
of
an
experM
Monday.
the Democratic party twenty years ago. the fastenings, And attacked "Mr. Hoff,
HARRY B. LONG, Proprietor;
Leopold’s assortment of goods was never as P E R S O N A L P R O P E R T Y !
who fell into the gutter along the road. enced teacher. Thus the way is made
Will be sold at Public Sale, at the residence of Is the place to go to get anythlng.you may de
The following gentlemen have lieen TheAieast then severely: gored him and clear for them to have the* very best"
—The Supreme court will hear cases good and complete as this season.
the undesigned 14 of a miie.'East of Trappe, on sire in the eating line, prepared in the bestirt' ie •
THURSDAY; FEBRUARY, Sth, 1883, the fol at moderate cost. : Fresh Oysters, the largest
HOWARD LEOPOLD,
appointed b3T/-the Court as a ju r j'to tlifltcted injuries’ which will confine advantages. Now the question is, are from Montgomery county on April 16th.
lowing
Personal Property viz : 5 good horses ; and best In town, done upln everv style/ Remem
229 High Street, Pottstown.
they haying the very, best /advantages ?
vacate and lay out a T o a d on lands of him to' his home for some time.
No. 1 is à bay mare, 5 years old, a good worker ber the place and favor it wifk your patronage
—Our farmer- friends' will find the
I answer no ; they are having good op
A. V. Grimley, in East Perkiomen,-on
and driver and of splendid style. No. 2.is a sor
department'of this paper
Farmers and others desiring a genteel, lucra rel horse, 9 years old ; a good worker and will when in town.
Thursday, January 25th. F. M. HobThe annual report of tlife Perkiotnen portunities, but not the best: . .The Agricultural
tive
agency
business,
by
which
$5 to ?20 a day m a k e as m u c h power on a threshing machine as
unusually
interesting
this
week.
eon, A. Hunsicker, Jr., Dr. J. W. Rpj'et; Railroad Company, for the fiscal vear reason Of this is simply because, the
I3^~FIRE N O TIC E
can be earned, send address at once, on postal,
any other horse of his weight. No. 8 is
ending November 30, 1882 has been teachers and directors have Dot come
John S. Morey-, Nelson O. Naille.
—^Brother Robarts is still hammer- toH . C. Wilkinson & Co., Ì97 Fulton Street,
a roan horse, lTyearsold, a good worker
Single or double. No. 4 is a dark bay ' ' The Members of the Mutual? Fire Insurance
prepared for .publication.,. It shows together and adopted a system by: ing away at the ' school question; Go New York.
East Thursday evening, about 20 that the receipts of the company over which every pupil must go over a cer it, brother.
horse, 14 years old,, a good worker single or Company of Montgomery. County, are hereby
double. No. 5. is a bay horse, lly earso ld , good notified that a contribution has been levied of
friends from Norristown, conveyed in- working '-expenses, betterments’ etc., tain course ,of primary , instruction
------T H E W IN T E R T E R M —
worker single or double and a very feood all-day One Dollar on .each One Thousand Dollars for
a large sled, surprised Mr. John McFar were $122,295,94.
If he is in the crowd I ’ll puff, puff,
After deducting thoroughly before he can enter' the
driver. 17 Milk Cows, some in profit ; 6 shoats which they are insured, and that M. M cU M resitr
land and wife, near this place. The interest; on the debt there is an unex higher room ; and when in this room puff
OF
about 40 pair of chickens, by the pound, 2 farm Treasurer of said Company, will attend at Ills
wagons, one for 2 and the other for 3 horses, office, No. 506 SWEDE STREET, in-the Borough
evening was enjoyably spent, and earlv pended balance of $6,819,94 which it is lie must take up all the common school
—Julius
had
cart
and harness, 2 express wagons, 2 market I of NORRISTOWN, from this date, "1o Receive
the
tips
of
his
ears
next morning the visitors started home proposed to expend in carrying out the branches in their order according to
wagons,
one with pole and shafts, patent wheels, said Assessments. Extract o f Ghartei, Section
frozen
the
other
night. Limerick ap- • Will open Monday, January 8th, 1883. The a good one;
ward.
1 falling top carriage, 1 sled, 1 6th.— Any member failing to ,pav his on her
recommendations referred to in the last his ability as shown at the examinations pears to furnish zero
weather.
College is open to young men and ladies. All Sleigh. Implements,.! mower (N. Y. Clipper) Assessment or Tax, within 40 dave after the
at the end of each term.
anmiaf
“report
of
gradually
filling
in
desiring to make Book-keeping a special study, good as new, horse rake, grain drill, roller, corn above publication, shall forfeit and pay for such
The Perkiomen Railroad Compan^
The directors deserve a gVeàtfdeal of
—Bro. Saylor, of- the Pottstown should not fail to enter at the beginning of the sheller, 2 Wiard union plows, good as new ; one neglect double such rates, and in case default is
has at present a corps of men, at the trestles and making needed repairs
Hillside thé other a Bull plow, 3 spike harrows, made 50 days after the expiration of the 40 davg
praise for erecting such substantial and Chronicle was in town on Monday, ap Term.
Kahn’s Station, engaged in digging the. to the stations, after a new station has comfortable
4 hoe harrows, and 2 setts of hoes, cider mill, aforesaid, such defaulting member may at the
houses
for
i
the
grad
been
erected
at
Collegeville.
A
new
pearing
hale
and
hearty,
and
as
iively
wind mill nearly new, (Lancaster make), cutting option ofthe Board of Managers,be excl uded from
foundations for the walls of a carpenter
or sa le;
ed schools. Now after doing so much as ever.
box; grain cradle, scythes and sheaths, hay hook, all benefits under thefr Policies, and yet be held
shop to be built 32x56 feet. The com* station house at Collegeville I How it they
rope and pulleys, rope and tackle, . beam weigh liable for all past Taxes and Penalties
should
not
fold
their./hands
and
thrills
the
soul
of
the
^average
citizen
1
pany is also at the same place putting;
M. McGLATHERY, Treasurer.
EARLY ROSE POTATOES. Apply at
ing 500 pounds, rakes, forks, shovels, hoes, dung Ja n .lst.’SS.
—A young woman who has a wart
May the new depot prove a reality say we have done enough, rather thev
NYCE,S MILL, near Trappe.
in a new sideing 400 feet long
drags; post-spade, grubbing hoes, pick, wood
on
her
nose
complains
that
when
she
should say we are going to have our
within the present 3'ear.
saw, lot of grain bags. Harness, 4 sets of heavy
farm harness, 1-set of heavy express harness, col
schools equal to the best in the county. has a cold in lier head it makes her
OR RENT.
- At a meeting of the stockholders of
warter.
lars, blind and head halters, fly straps, single
School Report.
In order to accomplish this the first nose
NEW YORK, 1883.
' ■.J f: ' v ¿ ¿ t J X '> OJJ |
■ ••••;:
f t J
the Schwenksville National Bank last
and double IfneS, hitching straps, saddle,'bridle,
week, the following Directors were
A House, containing two rooms on first floor, <fec., timber, cow and other chains. Grain : oats,
The following is the report of Chest step is to property*,; grade the schools, isr—That’s hot-himj I hate him mark
More people have read Tb b Srsr during the
3 on second. Out-kitchen attached. Garden, if rye and corn by the bushel, hay by the hundred,
elected : Jacob G. Schwenk, Henry Wr. nut Hall school, m Upper Providence liavilig a uniform grade tip/oughout for ed,
rt ! }} S
cornfodder by the bundle, feed chests, barrels, year ju st now passing than ever before since It
desired. For further information apply to
■
1 • : j av I ■ if- ■
Kratz, George W. Steiner, Isaac H. township, for the school month ending the entrance into the .advanced room,
was
first printed. -No other newspaper published
box(‘F, &c. .Household Goods and Dairy Fixtures;
DAVID G. TYSON, near Trappe, Pa.
.—Superstition is,. the only religion
Johnson, Benjamin S. Alderfer, Geo. January 30th, 1883, E. L. Markley and tli§n a certain course of study for
12 milk cans, 7 o f 30, and 5 of 20 quart capacity, on this side of the earth has been bought aud
2 churns; butter tub, buckets, pans, pots and read in any year by so many men "and women.
I). Alderfer, Abraham D. Alderfer, teacher. The following pupils did not each year. Having accomplished this which the narrow-minded are capable i P ° R RENT.
We are credibly informed that- people buv,
strainers, 1 farmers boiler, holds 80 "gallons In
of
receiving.
much
the
pupils
will
have
the
very
best
Jacob S. W’agner, Noah D. Frank.
miss a day during the month. Harvey
good order, 2 cook stoves, one is a Palace, No. 8 read, and like The Sun for the following reasons
among
others':
..
’
advantage^,
and
will
make
such
progress
A
mill
Property,
near
Trappe.
For
further
a number one baker ; the other a Challenge No.
Buckwalter, Leora B. Cnster, Abraui
—Samuel Heffner, 45 3'ears of age, Information apply at COLLEGEVILLE
Because its news columns present in attractive
Nearly 7Q0 sheep were unloaded at G.
5)4, suitable for a small family, 1 bench table,
that, even in our. short terra of seven
Wcikel,
Lizzie
C.
Brunner,
A.
desk, secretary, corner cupboard, dresser, form and with the greatest accuracy whatever
POST OFFICE.
North Wales one da3r last week to go Harvey Moyer, Katie K. Ralin, Jacob months, will give results which will a well-known butcher: of Pottsville,
benches, &c. .12 Shares of-Xerkes Creamery has interest for humankind; the events, the
dropped dead at 'Weissinger drove
into winter quarters on the Singerly K.
surprise
both
directors
and
parents.
Stock, and many other articles not mentioned. deeds and misdeeds, the Wisdom; the philosophy ■
Itahn, Elia Poley, Willie H. Poley, .
O
R
RENT.
yards
Thursday
evening.
farm. Mr. Singerly has dealt large!
Sale to commence at 12 o’clock sharp. Condi the notable folly, the solid sense, the improving’
fiere
I
will
take
up
another
themé
V’irgie Poley, Andrew Eisenberg, Anna
nonsense—all the news of the busiest world at
tions : 4 months credit on sums of $20.
in them during the last three or fou: Jane
brought
forcibly
to
my
mind
by
a
part
present revolving in space.
-—Out of 140 voters in Kinzua town
Poley, John G. Weikel, Eliza W.
• L. H. Ingram, auct,
JACOB WEIKEL,
Either
House
and
lot
of
eleven
acres,
or
House
Years
There are now wintering on
of the last sentence* Why have we ship, Warren count3', all but 17 have
Because people have learned that In Us remarks
B. F: Weikel, clerk.
B. F. WEIKEL,
a Wheelwright Shop. Located a short dis
concerning persons and atTaira T he Sun makes a
bis Gw3’iiedd farm between 1,200 and Roberson, Jacob G, Weikel, L. Verna such a short term ? The very fact that petitioned the Legislature to adopt the and
tance above Trappe. Terms reasonable.
Custer,
L.
Jane
Moyer,
Minerva
G.
practice
of telling them the exact truth to the
1,300 head of sheep, and 104 fat cattle.
JOHN NACE.
PUBLIC S A L E
best of its ability three hundred and sixty-five
Weikel, Anna B. Harley,.Lena Myers, it is necessar3r have so many graded prohibitory constitutional amendment.
days in the year, before election as well as after,
OF
Average attendance during month, schools in this township is a conclusive
about the whales as well as about the fish, ia the
Our esteemed townsman, Mr. P.
—Jacob Markley, of East Perk* POR RENT,
argument in favor of a. louger term,
males,
26
;
females,
19
;
total
45.
Per
face of dissent as plainly and fearlessly:'*» whea
FIFTY HEAD OF STOCK ! supported
Williard, Su|)erintendent of the Excel
¡omen,
has
sold
his
.farm
of
63
acres
to
Because
our
term
is
so
short
very
many
by general approval. The Sun has
A
Dwelling
House
and
Blacksmith
Shop,
a
cent,
of
attendance
during
month-,
Will
be
sold
at
Public
Sale,
on
WEDNESDAY
sior Coal Company, Northumberland
children are partl3r losing a much need- Allen P. Moyer, tire well-known drover short distance above Trappe. A good stand. JANUARY 31st, 1883. At the residence of the absolutely no purposes to serve, save ih* Infor
males,
85
;
females,
89
;
total
72.
Num
Apply to
0 . W. PENNYPACKER.
mation-of its readers and the futberance of the
county^, received an elegant Christmas
ed education. Five months during the for $7,500.
subscriber, near Oaks Station, Perkiomen Rail common
good.
gift from Mr. Chester W. Kingsley, the ber of scholars enrolled, 51.
road, Upper Providence township, Montgomery
3"ear our schools are closed against
Because It is everybody’s newspaper. No man
J
lO
R
SALE
OR
RENT.
—The
East
Perkiomen
Dairymen’s
county.
Pa.,
the
following
stock
:
18
Stock
leading member of the firm, in tlie shape
is so humble that The Sun is Indifferent to his
Balls, 20 Ewes, 30 Cows. The cows were bought welfare
A recent decision pftlie United States them, and they are forced to forget Association paid 4 cents per quart for
and his rights. No man is so rich that
o f a handsome W’altham 18-karat gold
itiileh óf what they have- learned, ^be milk for the m onth'ending December
when springers and are now fresh, and in good it can allow Injustice to be done him. No man,
Supreme
Court,
held
in
the
Quaker
A House and Blacksmith Shop at Areola Sta condition. Several fat cows. The Ewes are
watch and chain. I t is a valuable gift
sides
losing
all
interest
in
their
studies.
no association of men, is powerful enough to be
tion, Perkiomen R. R., in good repair. This ia a
lamb. Also, 20 tons of timothy hay, straw exempt from the strict application of. its princiand is highly appreciated by the recipi City, establishes the weight of a ton off Thtis it goes year after, year until 31st.
splendid stand for a good blacksmith. Apply.to with
potatoes by the bushel, 4iX) bushels nf .oats, nles
2,240 pounds, and not 2,000.
ent, coming as it did from a warm.
of right and.wrong.
> .
or
address
J.
H.
Longacre,
Collegeville,
P.
O.
Pa.
broad wheel flat bed hay wagon. Also, morning
—I t is better to keep children to their
1 he. court ruled that a company of nearly the half of their best years are
Because in politics 4 t has. fought for a dozen
personal friend.
glory stove, butter hamper. Wood by the cord year»,
Without itiWrmlsalon- an J - ■ •,
,
irretrievably
lost
to
them.
Let
it
be
duties
by
a
sense
of
honor
and
by
grodprs might as well meet and agree
at private sale. Farmers and stock dealers most alone among newspapers, the fightthat has
RANTED.
so no longer; the very next year let us kindness than by fear.
should
not
fail
to
attend
this
sale
if
they
desire
to
reduce
the
number
of
ounces
in
a
resulted
In
the
recent
overwhelming
popular*
At the meeting of the Garfield Lyceum
to secure bargains. Sale to commence at 12)4 verdict against Robesonism and for honest gov
have schools eight months. The re
An experienced Dry Goods Salesman, who can o’clock. Conditions by
last. Thursday evening, the programme pound and make the reduced number sults will be surprising. The best time
—Every few days the papers give an
M. I. DAVIS.
ernment. No matter what party is in power,
the
standard
of
a
pound
foi
their
cusspeak
German
and
English,
A
single
young
•L G. Fetterolf, auct.
The Bun stands an'd will continue to stand like
Was as follows : Reading, “ A Yankee
for a bo3' or girl to study is between accouut of some .woman taking the man preferred. Addrehs BOX 92,
toiuers,
or
a
company
of
dry
goods
a rock for the interests of the people against the
Lover,” D. C. Martha Music, chorus
veil, but no fuss is made when she takes
POTTSTOWN,
PA.
the
age
of
six
and
sixteen.
Parents
ambition
of bosses, the encroachments, of mono
PUBBICSABE
“ Ridingin a Sleigh.” Recitation, “ Kins men to determine that 32 inches should you can easily spare your children the corset.
polists, and the dishonest schemes of public rob
be
a
selling
yard,
instead
of
36
inches,
o
f
bers.
Alfonso and Bernardo,” H. Alvin Hun
RANTED.
from home during these years ; give
All this is what we are told almost daily by
—An exchange^ suggests that “dog
sicker. Answers to referred questions. as for coaj dealers to agree that the them a good chance to get an educa
Valuable Real E sta te ! our-friends. One man holds that The Sun is
A Journeyman harness-maker, Immediately,
Dialogue, “A Connubial Eclogne,” A. weight of a ton shall be 2,000 pounds, tion, and during the months they are cheap” don’t mead much, when at the
the
best religious newspaper ever published, be
Will be sold at Public Sale, on SATURDAY,
only furnish that qifkntity to their
recent bench show in Now York* any Apply to J. G. DETWILER,
cause its Christianity is undiluted with cant.
WT; Bomberger and Miss Mary M. Hob and
JANUARY
20th,
1883.
On
the
premises
in
Norhome
they
will
work
all
the
more
faith
Upper Providence Square,
number of dogs were valued at from
riton township, Montgomery county, on the Another holds that it is the best Republican
son. Reading of the Gazette Dr. B. F. customers.
fully. If you must keep them home, $300 to $1000.
Montgomery Co., Pa.
Germantown pike, I % miles south of Fairview newspaper printed, because it has already, whip
_ aqe, Editor. Referring of questions.
Village, 1% miles north of H artranft Station, S. ped half of the rascals out of that party, arid is
As this iAthe favorite season for ty do it after they have passed their six
Recitation, “The Lord of Burleigh,”
W A N TED .
C. R. R., and about 2'A miles north-east of Nor proceeding against the other half with utiditninteenth year. I know you have the in
ing
the
connubial
knot,
the
following
New
Music.
ristown. All that valuable-real estate of Andrew ished vigor. A third believe it to be the best
Miss Bertha Hendricks. “ History of
terests of your children at heart, show
magazine of general literature in «xistenee, be
1 rovulenee township, No. Y II,” bv F. with to “ read before you get married,” it then by doing your! part in electing
ALWAYS KEEP A SMILE FOR MOTHER.
A Teacher to finish the unexpired term (three B. Detwiler, containing 10 acres and 151 perches cause its readers miss nothing worthy of duties
is offered “ Who marries for love takes
months) of Trappe Public 8ehool. Salary Forty of land, more or less. Joining land with Albert that is current in the world of thought. So every
Pawling, Samuel Dresher,and Israel Rosenberger
The above is the name of an elegant dollars per month. Enquire of the Secretary of The
A Î aGood
° nÆNiflit,”
]iL SeiltL
ment Ro11'
s ic
wife; who marries for fortune takes such men as will give us a longer
improvements are a stone house 2)4 story friend of TnE Sun discovers one of Its many
solo,
Miss
Saille M"u
Fensthe
Board.
G.-Z.
VANDERSLICE.
school
term,
and
elevate
the
standard
sides that appeals with particular force to his in
new
Song
and
Chorus,
by
the
popular
^.mistress;
who
marries
for
position
high,
with cellar kitchen, and dining room at dividual
termacher. The next meeting will be
liking.
Collegeville, Pa. : tached,
of our schools so that, they will rank writer, Charlie Bak.er, who has written
and cave very near the house. The barn
takers
a
You
are
loved
by
your
held on Thursday, February 1, 1883.
If you already know The Sun , vou will ohis stone stable high, with stabling for 4 cows
tyife, regarded by your mistress, toler- second to none in the' county. Elect some of the m psiJ popular songs in
and 5 horses, there is a large over-sboot with serve th a t 1883 it is a ltttle better than ever be
ATE NOTICE!
ated b3r your lady. You have a wife such men and our teachers will nò America. ? The- warrfls are - elegant and
other necessary out buildings, two wells on the fore. If you do not already know The SC-n,
Unbidden guests are often wel- fur* yourself, a mistress for your house longer serve an apprenticeship here, music easy, so that every body will be
premises, one is near the house, Whilst the other you will find it to be a mirror of the choicest .pro
Estate of David Rosenberger, late of Upper !S
, comest when they are gone.” Disease
very good and lasting water. The land Is in a ducts of common sense and Imagination^ main
only
to
leave
for
other
parts
of
the
able
to
play
j
t
.t
Price
35
cents
per
and friend, a lad£ • for th e ' world and
Providence, Montgomery county, deceased. Let high
of cultivation, divided into convenient stay for the cause of honest government, a sen
is an unbidden guest which Kidney soeiet
county
as
soon
as
they
have
developed
cop3T. Will be sent' to any address in ters of Administration on the above Estate hav- fields,state
3’. Your wife will agree with yon,
containing early and late apples, with tinel for genuine Jeffersonian Democracy, a
ipg
been
granted
to
the
undersigned,
»11
persons
Wort almost invariably “shows the four mistress rule 3-011, your lady will a talent for teaching.
for wickedness of every species, and an
P rogress .
the United States, upon receipt of indebted to said Estate, are requested to make other fruit, and many shade trees around the scourage
uncommonly good Investment for thcywmln*
door. Here is a ease in point: “Moth manage you. Your wife will take care
A nice, comfortable home for anybody in year.
marked price, by addressing the pub immediate payment, and those having legal house.
want of one. Sale to commence at 2 o’clock.
er has recovered,” wrote an Illinois of yodfr household, your mistress of Correspondence.
lisher F. W. Helmick, 136. West 4th claims to present the same without delay to
When conditions will be made known by
girl to her Eastern relatives. “ She your house, your lady of appearances.
CATHARINE ROSENBERGER,
TERMS TO MAIL SUBSCRIBES^,
Schaff A nniversary.
street, Cincinnati, 0. For sale by all
A. B. DETWILER.
J. W. ROSENBERGER,
The several editions of The Sun are aunt by
took bitters for a long time but with If you are sick your wife will nurse
music
dealers.
Or
F.
MARCH,
A
tt’y.
Ycrkeg,
Pa.
mail,
postpaid as follows :
The postponed twelfth., anniversary
out any good.
So when she heard of you, your, mistress visit you, your lady
FRESH FISH
DAILY—55 cents a month, $6,50 % year ; with
NEVER GO BACK ON A TRAVELING MAN.
of
the
Schaff
Literary
Society,
of
Uredition, $7.70.
the virtues of Kidney Wort she got a will inquire after yoqr health. You
and VEGETABLES, Sunday
PA TEN TS.
SUNDAY—Eight pages, $1.20.
We have just received from the pub
oox and it completely cured her, so take a walk with 3’our wife, a ride with sinus College, took place Friday even
WEEKLY—$1 a year, Eight pages of the
The undersigned will visit Trappe and vicinity
No Pay Is our motto. We have
tnat she can do as much work now as your mistress, and go to a party with ing, January 12. The good sleighing lisher a copy of the above named popu hadNo14Patent,
years experience in procuring Patents, on Tuesday and Friday of each week with Fresh best matter of the daily Issues ; an Agricultural
she could before we moved W est Since your lady. Your wife will share y our and splendid moonlight night brought lar commercial ballad. The same is Caveats, Trade-Marks Copyrights, etc., In this Fish of different kinds, all vegetables in season, Department of Unequalled merit, market report»
literary, scientific, and domestic intelligence
she got' well every one about here is grief, your mistress your money, your out the people to such an extent that now being sung with unbounded suc and other countries. O ur.H and Books giving and a supply of lemons, oranges, cocoanuts, Ac. and
for the farmer’s household. To clubs of ten
the college chapel was literally packed, cess in nearls all the principal theatres full instructions in Patents free. Address R. S.
taking it,”
with
$10, an extra copy free.
lady your debts. Ifyou-arc dead,your Never since the establishment of the
A-. P. LACEY, Attorneys, «04.F St., Washing
HENR7 RAHN,
in this countiy. ft promises to become &
Address,
I. W. ENGLAND, Publish«}*,
ton, D,C.
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Deeds being the instrument by which
the title to land is recognized, it is
important that they should be legally
executed.
They should be signed,
sealed, acknowledged, delivered, and
recorded according to law.
The au
thorized forms should be followed, as a
slight change—even a word or two—
may render a deed invalid.
I t is
always best to follow the law to the
letter in the execution of deeds, even
though every minor point may not be
absolutely necessary. Ignorance or
neglect of any of the requirements
may destroy a man’s title to his farm
and deprive him of it.

CA SW ELL & MOORE.

H E B B N E R & SO N S,

D a ir y F ix t u r e s ,

C lo th es W r in g e r s ,

S to v es ,

IF YOUWANT THE BEST AND CHEAPEST
MACHINES GO TO

L A N S D A L E , Montg. Go., Penna.
LEGAL RIGHTS OF FARMERS.
P a in t s & O il s ,
T e r r a C o tta P i p e ,
T in w a r e ,
The Oldest Agricultural Works in Penna.
Under this head it is proposed to
O i l C lo th .
Royersford, Montgomery Co. Pa.
C h im n e y T ops .
L a m ps .
discuss
several
important
topics
of
I would announce to ray friends and the public,
Y. W EBER, M. D.,
that 1 am now prepared to furnish all K in d s 01
direct interest to farmers as viewed by
Marble Work, at reasonable prices.
the law. These discussions will be
Practising Physician,
-------- P R I C E S
3 L . O - W - -------continued during several weeks, and
Are much the easiest for the horses, and have
E V A N SIÌU R G , PA
F in e C utlery ,
P i ,a t e » W a r e ,
the only safe and reliable Speed Regulator ever
the
latest
decisions
of
courts
recog
applied to horse powers*
O fltaiian or American Marble or Granite, in Office Honrs:—8 to 10, a. m. 3 to 4, p. m. 7 to 9
I ce C r e a m F r e ezer s ,
W a t e r C o l lers ,
nized as authority. First, we propose
p. to.
. _________
the finest and latest designs.
H e e b n p k ’s L i t t l e G i a n t T h r e s h i n g a n d
B ir d C ages .
B ru sh e s , & c .
to discuss the farmer’s title to his farm
Cleaning Machine ,
g F. SLOUGH.
P L U M B I N G & GAS F I T T I N G , L E A D PIPES,& C.
which may arise from and rest upon
AND THRESHERS AND SHAKERS.
possession, inheritance, purchase, or
C A S W E L L & MOORE, 243 Bridge Street, Phcenixville, Pa.
For Enclosing Burial Lots, of different descrip
A tto r n e y -a t-L a w ,
Also all the best Mowers, Reapers, Hay
tions. Particular attention paid to Mar
hiring. And first among these, we will
Rakes, <fec.
ble Work, for the bases of
Norristown, Pa. Office, No. 7. AIRY St. Speaks notice possession.
All kinds of Iron and Brass Castings made to
Professor Tobin has shown the Ken
__________ __
B U ILD IN G S, S T E P S , S IL L S , E T C ., E T C . English and German.
order.
When land has been possessed with tucky State Millers’ Association some
Repairing done by competent workmen and at
All work Guaranteed to give Satisfaction, and P G. HOBSON,
out disturbance or adverse claim for a experiments which demonstrate con
lowest prices.
$2.50 —Will Bny a nice little Boy’s Suit, age from 4 to 10.
put up in a workmanlike manner. Any design
clusively
that
flour
and
other
fine
or
Steam Engines, Boilers, and outfits for Mills,
sufficient number of years, it may be
furnished desired on Monuments or Tombstones.
ganic dust, under certain conditions,
Factories, Creameries, &c. Send for Circulars,
Work can be seen at the yard, or the different
$4.00—W ill buy a good suit for a boy aged-from 5 to 12.
A
tto
r
n
e
y
-a
t-L
a
w
,
inherited
and
lawfully
held
by
what
is
Cemeteries in the neighborhood, that has been
may become almost as explosive as
$5.00 —Will buy a suit for a boy in years from 7 to 15.
turned out at the E n t e k p k is e Works. Call and
known as perscription.
This means gunpowder. He also showed the damp
S ll S W E D E Street Norristown, Pa.
HERBNER k SONS,
see me, and get prices. My expenses are low,
$5.00—Will buy a fair suit for a man.
LANSDALE, FA.
therefore I can sell accordingly. My motto. Can be seen every evening at his residence in that the law does not recognize any ness destroyed the explosive tendency
Freeland.
“Low price* and fa ir dealing*,'
S6<50—For this sum you can purchase a better suit.
adverse claim against a farm which had and recommended the use of the wet
R E SP E C TF U LLY,
been held for a long period, and on the bulb thermometer constantly in mills,
^ D. FETTEROLF,
$7.00 i—-With this sum you can buy something still better.
and on its indication of dryness the
strength of it deprive a man of his injection of live steam into the atmos
TRAPPE, Pa.
Ten Dollars win buy a first class business suit.
Eleven Dollars
property.
The law presumes that phere.
Justice of the Peace
3 uu*8-ly.
;
M
ANUFACTU
RER AND D E A L E R IN
Will buy a very fine suit. F i f t e e n D o l l a r S —Extra fine Dress Suit.
—------ . / a
»
.........
CONVEYANCER and General Business agent. what has been held in quiet possession
Many
farmers
would
be
justified
by
Will clerk sale. . t reasonable rates,
for a long time, must have been held
Stoves, Tift'-ware
We Have the Largest Stock; The Lowest Prices.
their own experience in doubting the
C O L L E G E V IL L E Pa.
rightly; and that no one would be practicability of .raising 350 bushels of
and Housefurnishing
A LSO , G E N T S' F U R N ISH IN G GOODS.
Regular office days:—Monday and Thursday of likely to delay his claim to the land potatoes per acre; but if proper atten
each week; also every evening.
if he had a good title to it. Formerly tion be given to bringing the soil into
the period required to give title by proper condition by thorough culti 66 & 68 Main ¡Street [opposite Music Hall]
N O R R ISTO W N , PA. TIN-ROOFING, SrO U TIN G , JO B SIN G , dke.,
H R . B. F. PLACE,
vation,
keeping
the
wheels
and
the
bee
DONE TO ORDER.
mere lapse of time, was Tery long;
tles subdued, and by mulching with
C L :D S T 03ST E S T O R E 1
gradually,
it
became
shorter,
until
now
All
Orders
Promptly attended to.
straw in dry seasons, there will be no
D E N T I S T I !
AND REFITTED.
ENLARGED,
RENEWED,
in
Pennsylvania,
by
the
Statutes
of
very
great
difficulty
in
producing
such
[Graduate of the University of Pennsylvania.]
Capacity Doubled, Stock Increased in Quantity and Quality.
C all at th e
Limitations, it is Twenty-one years. a yield.
SPECIAL SPECIALTY AS FOLLOWS;
COLLEGEVILLE, Pa.
Exceptions to the rule are always
It is claimed for ensilage that it will Body Brussels..............
YERHES STATION MILLS
$1.50 to $1.75 Common Ingrain.............30,35, 40,45,50, 60c.
Near Fenton’s Store. Branch Office at Eagle- made in favor of those who by reason
suppl.y the place of turnips or other Tapestry Brussels.. . ....................... .75 to 1.20 Hall and Stair Brussels................ $1.00 to $1.25
ville. Will attend to Branch Office on Monday.
~rt): AND ;0r.75 to 1.00 !
Tapestry Ingrains.......................
1.00 to 1.25 Damask Hall and S ta ir..
qf infancy, absence, or imbecility have root crops, and that the yield for
Gas administered.
.25 td .50
Super Extra Super................................ 90 to 1.00 Venetian Stair.............
been unable to assert their claims. By given area and a given amount of labor Ingrain, Wool................................... .75 to .90 Hemp and Carpet___
.20 to
.40 to 60.
C. SHULER.
.................................. 65 to .80 Rag, large, cheap lot.
this principle, only those who, through is gratef than can be obtained from the Union Mixed
Oil Clothes, all widths. Window Shading, new colors. Stair Rods for $1 up. Measure» taken
cultivation
of
roots.
Those
who
Whore you will find in Store a large supply of
negligence, allowed their land to be
choice Patent Process, Straight, and
year or two ago claimed that as food and Carpets made and put down. Window Shades made and put up. All Work Guaranteed,
Trappc Pa., will repair watches and clocks at
Ju st P erfected.
Oufc new Dress Goods are arriving as the season advances. Black
Short notice, cither at home or at your residence. occupied by others for a long time are for stock ensilage was in itself sufficient n n y C x O O D S i *
American and Foreign, including solid colors, new shades, plain and
Good workmanship. Low prices.
deprived of it, which seems to be per have greatly modified their claims, and fancy. Black and..'Colored Casaimerer», full line, cheap. Chintzes, Calicoes, Muslins, Ticks, F a n c y F a m ily F l o u i ,
The largest under arm,
Hosiery, Notions, Laces, Ties, Gloves, &e.
The lightest and quietest,
fectly right and just.
According to the more conservative advocates of the Sheeting,
CORN,
OATS,
BRAN,
MIDDLINGS,
Call and see us in our new dress. Polite attention and cheap goods.
P. KOONS,
The most lavishly decorated,
system
now
teach
that
it
should
be
the
statutes
of
limitations
in
the
differ
RYE
BRAN,
LINSEF.D
MEAL,
&c.
A.
A.
Y
E
A
K
L
E
,
Cor.
Main
and
Dekalb
Sts.,
Norristown,
Pa.,
Tho least vibration of any,
hay.
ent states during which time action used with grain
P ra c tica l S la ter I ! must be brought to recover real estate, Much is saidVjnst now, about butter
A galrxy of new patents,
Simplicity simplified,
RAH N 'S S T A T IO N Pa.
varies from five years (California) to tests of Jersey cows. The average
Durability determined,
Dealer in every quality of Rootling, Flag- twenty-one (Pennsylvania). If suit is farmer does not have a heard of thou,
Reliability reasserted.
ging, and Ornamental Slate», Send for estimaBaking Soda,
sand-dollars Jerseys. But he ought by- Cream Tarter,
Ball-bearing balance wheel: Newest and most tes, and prices;
brought afterward, the lapse of time all
means to test the cows he lias,
elegant design in stand and wood work. Posi
is sufficient evidence of a good title ; There are many farmers who own first
Having1the best and most improved facilities the
tive take-up, perfect stitch. This machine is
Washing Soda,
Black and Red Pepper,
jgDWARD DAVID,
undersigned does endeavor to sell to any and all
wanted by everybody.
unless the plaintiff can justify the delay class animals and don’t know it; and
parties, who seek the cash worth of their money,
at the very lowest prices. Good, clean wheat
by showing that he or she was an in again, they may own poor ones, that
PAINT3R and PAPBR-HANGRR, fant; or absent from the state, or im they are keeping at a loss, and don’
received at all times.
know it, all the same. Let the readers
Royersford Pa.
COLLEGEVILLE PA.
becile, or a married woman, or under of the F. J. wake up on this subject
J. K . L A N D E S .
ALSO the Domestic and other different makes of
otachiues sold. Oils needles, and attachments. Orders promptly attended to. Can do any kind some other disability; or that action and ascertain the capacity of each cow
POPULAR
DRUG
STORE,
L A D IE S GO TO
of work in the line of painting, graining, nnd
paper-hanging, satisfactorily. Estimates cheer was brought within the prescribed pe they keep.
fully furnished upon application.
riod after the removal of the disability.
Corner of Bridge and Main Streets,
2. I n h e r it a n c e .
In this country
JjORACE RIMBY,
—DEALER IN—
1 6 F a s t M a in S treet,
there is no inheritance by right of pri
IS A SU R E C U R E
mogeniture which had been the cus
I f o i f t s t o w a i P a®
fo r a ll d i s e a s e s o f t h e K id n eys and
tom in England. There is no difference
FOR HAIR GOODS. She has a large stock ot
Collegevtlle, Mont. Co., Pa.
— -----YOU W ILL GET--------good Switches, Combs, Nets, Pins, and Frizzes,
between the inheritance of real estate
I t ham specific action on th is moat im portant
always on hand.
organ, enabling i t to th ro w off to rp id ity and
and
personal
property
other
than
that
inaction,
th
e
healthy
secretion
of
Combings made up ; and a CO OI) PR JCEPAID
Wreathe, Crosses, Baskets, Ac, filled with na
the Silo, and b y keeping th e bowels in free
fo r dark and black hair, either straight or comb
tural flowers. Weddluge, Funerals, Commence necessarily arising from the difference
eondltion, effecting its reg u lar discharge.
ing*.
ments, <fcc, promptly attended to.
A Iq Io v Io
I f yo u are suffering from
in nature between the two kinds of
I wIC IIC I b I d « m alaria,have th e chills,
And Reliable Persons to Attend to your Wants.
ore
bilious,
dyspeptic,
or constipated, K idneyproperty. The word “ inheritance”
|U IL KEELER,
TH O SE
W o rt w ill su re ly relieve and qu ick ly cure.
I n th e S pring to cleanse the System, every
N o tio n s, &c.y &c.
appears to be applied in law only to
one should ta k e a thorough course of it.
Wishing to Purchase Fresh
41- SO LD BY P R U Q C IS T 8 . P rto e $ I.
real property, and the statutes deter
F a in te r , G rainer,
SYANSBURG,
mining how much property passes to
Large and varied Stock of all kinds of Goods,
an
d
P
a
p
er-H
a
n
g
er.
the heirs, are commonly calted statutes
penally kept in a Country Store. Good Quality
Should remember that the undersigned passe«
M d at Philad“iphia prices.
TR A P P E PA.
of inheritance; whereas those by which
through this section every
F
a
r
m
e
r
s
!
Orders entrusted to me will receive prompt it is determined where the personal
attention. Contracts made at reasonable figures.
you want free sample copie* of the largest
property shall go are called “statutes of andI f best
All work done in a satisfactory manner.
j
agricultural paper in the country, write
Owners and Proprietors of the
distribution.
Thesq two statutes are yours and your neighbor's names on a postal
With a full supply of Fresh Meats, and will
JO H N M ILLER,
card and mail it to Farmers’ Friend Pub. Co.,
take pleasure in waiting upon those who may
ncarty alike in all the states.
S tar G lass W o r k s
South S a id , Ind. Price 50 cents a year and
favor him with their, custom.
NORRISTOWN, PA.,
A person taking a farm by inheri Premiums to every subscriber.
I L F . I8 ETT.
Manufacture a superior quality of
tance—using the word in its accepted
MISDiiW
GLASS
AND
SHADES,
TRAPPE, PA.
meaning—must take it either under the
COLLEGEVILLE
•
Warranted not to stain.
Suit* cut and made to order in accordance with will of the deceased, or by force of law
latest styles, or in any style that may be desired.
Fits guaranteed. Good work. Reasonable, prices. as the heir of the deceased. This pro
cess is governed by the law on wills
UNDAY PAPERS.
and on executors and administrators.
I am still at the business. I thank the public for patronage bestowed, and hope to merit a
Upper Providence Square Pa.,
to Clo*a Out its Large continuance of the same. Will visit Collegeville, Trappe, and vicinity ; as heretofore, on
In
Order
3. P urchase .
In
this
country
land
The different Philadelphia Sunday paper* will
TU ESD A Y. THURSDA Y and SA TURD A Y
be delivered to those wishing to purchase along can only he transferred by deeds.
If Stock of
Morning of each week, with the best Beef, Veal, and Mutton. Highest cash prices paid for Calves.
the line of Collegeville, Freeland and Trappe,
a man having made a bargain to pur
every Sunday morning,
[Successor to Joe. G. Gotwals]
L ad ies C oats,
Fresh Bread, Rolls kc.t
YVM.
chase a farm is so unwise as to take
HENRY YOST,
E V A SSH V B G . L O W E 1C 1‘ICO V 1D ESC K , P. O.
Collegeville. possession without having a deed, duly
EVERY MORNING. ,
News Agent,
executed, his bargain gives him no
The price of the following organ has been ad
legal title to the farm which still re
vanced to $12.5 since inserting this electrotype.
And
CRESS
GOODS,
mains the property of him who agreed
to sell it. If the bargain is in writing
Will make . a Reduction in Prices,
Different flavors, during the Season now open
ed. Parties, Pic-Nics and weddings supplied at
and sufficiently clear, the law may help Commencing from D ec em ber 1st, 1882.
short notice, on reasonable terms.
him to possess his land and compel the
We Trill Reduce s Lot of
OF EVERY DESCRIPTION
owner to release by giving a sufficient
The undersigned takes pleasure in announc
Dress Goods to 121-2 Cts.,
ing to the public that he Is prepared to fill all
deed. If for any reason the parties
2 7 Stopsi 10 S e ts R eeds,..8 9 0
orders for Harness at short notice and at reason
T hat we have Sold at 25 Ct8. per Yard.
able price*. GOOD MATERIAL and WORK
are not ready to give or receive a deed,
MANSHIP. A full stock of
A most reliable remedy fop the speedy and the better way is for the intended buy
TRAPPE, PA. The different grades of cigars
certain cure of Rheumatism, Sprains, Bruises,
B LA N K E TS,
EXECUTED
manufactured. Good tobacco in the hands of a
Neuralgia, Headache, Toothache, Stiff Joints, er to take from the intended seller a
good
workman will make capital cigars. This is
TOP-COVERS,
Sores, Pain in the Side, Back or Limbs, Cuts, bond for a deed. Sometimes in buying CALL ON
putting the whole business in a nutshell. Special
Burns
or
Scalds,
Sore
Throat,
Frosted
Feet,
Soft
IMPRO VEO COLLARS,
M O R G A N W RIGHT,
brands made to order. Give K raut’s cigars a
Corns, Chapped Hands, Mumps, Quinsy, Bites property, offers on time are made.
It
trial, and be happy.
WHIPS, (fee., <?<-.
or »tings or insects, Poison from Plants, Cramps
At
the
Keystone
Dry
Goods
Store
frequently happens that one party
All kinds of Harness OIL *nd a supply of all Colic, Diarrhoea, and all cases where there is
NORRISTOWN, PA.
—IN THE—
» iu u s oi goods pertaining to the business. pain or distress
makes • another an offer, and gives him
$^~The Magnetic Liniment will give Speedy
Repairing done in the best manner. Satisfac
a
certain
time
in
which
to
consider
it
Relief, if applied to the parts affected.
tion guaranteed to all.
Victory ! Victory ! !
Sold by all Druggists and Dealers in Medicines
before accepting or rejecting.
The
generally.
DR. H O W ER ’S
law on this point seems to vary, but
Price 25 Cents per Bottle, amounts about to this: If A makes
G
o
u
gh Remedy
BEST MANNER
Prepared and for sale by
VEGETABLE.
an offer to B for any kind of property, Will CUREPURELY
COUGHS, GOLDS and T H R O A T
Look to your interest. If yoH want to save
D ISEASES.
and B at once accepts it, the bargain
money visit my
DON’T BE DELUDED into paying 75 ct*. and
FOR HANDLING
Dealers will find it for sale al*o by SMITH, is settled. B, however, need not accept a 31.00 for Cough Syrups, when you can purchase
KLINE & CO., 309 and 311 North 3d street,
Db . HOWER’S Improved Tar, Wild Cherry,
jy l3 ’83.1y. the offer immediately, and may take Hoarhound, Elecampane, Coltsfoot, Honey and
Philadelphia.
time to consider; A may expressly Sugar, Liquorice, a solid Cough preparation, for
On Road leading from Skfppackville to Collcge10 cents. This is purely a vegetable compound,
withdraw such offer any time before lio
R e will sell on a small margin
ville, 1% miles from the former place, and be
opiate*, therefore can be taken without any
convinced that you can save money. I sellacceptance, yet if he does not do so, B deleterious consequence*. Equal to eight ounces
FOR LITTLE MONEY
CHOICE FAMILY FLOUR,
of Syrup of Tar. 8old by all Druggists and
may accept within the specified time; Dealers in Medicine.
OO TO
All Kinds of New and Second«
this being done, A cannot say :*“ I have
Corn, Oats, I hop Corn,
W . H. Blanchford,
Hand Furniture
T h e F a m o u s B e e th o v e n O r g a n conU lai
J a p a n ese C repe.
changed my mind.” “ If A when he
PROPRIETOR OF THE
9 7 Stop», I O S e ts M e e d s ,
LINSEED MEAL, BR AN, best quality
AT T H E
SUBSCRIBE FOR THE
In order to introduce our Japanese Crepe
•McpRICE
ONLY
$90**
Collegeville Carriage Works. makes the offer says to B that he may goods we will send post-paid to any address on
SCHUYLKILL COAL UNDER COYER
O rder now . B °m it b y B ank D ra ft,P o st Office M oney
Yon will be sure of being suited, as I have have a certain time wherein to accept receipt of fifty cents, or 17 three-cent stamps,
O rder, o r R egistered L e tte r. Boxed a n d s h ip p e d
Call tad see for yourself or write for sample Jum p Scat carriages, three or four kinds of Piano it, and is paid. by B for thus giving the following: 1 windoy banner, siae 13 by 24
w ith o u t » M o m en t's B elay . F a c to ry ru n n in g d a y
and prices.
Inches, with rich color and deep border ; 1 tidy,
a n d n ig h t. O rgans b n ilt o n o ld p la n . $ 00, $40, $60.8
Box carriages, al»o the Brewster, Dexter and
to 11 sto p s. C a ta lo g u e F r r e . A ddress o r c all u p o n
And also take old hard-wood furniture, and old
Eleptic carriage. Come and examine my work him time, he cannot withdraw the size 8 by 11 inches, very handsome; I lamp mat,
DANIEL F. BEATTY, Washington, New Jersey*
27 inches in circumference, perfectly lovely; 1
clocks in exchange for new. I manufacture all
and learn prices.
F. W . Wetherill k Co.,
offer,”
or
if
A
withdraws
it,
B
may
wall screen, large and handsome. Address, E.
kinds of Furniture on short notice, and repairing
W. H. BLANCHFORD,
ARCOLA MILLS.
Collegeville P. O.
of all kinds will be neatly done. Come and
Collegeville, Pa. bring action for damages by breach of Florence & Co., P. O. box 1860, South Bend, Ind.
N. B. GKIST WORK SOLICITED.
J. M. Albertson
Sons, see m y
contract. If A is not paid by B for
T w o G ood B ook s.
B A N K EU 8
G et th e B est.
giving time, he majTwithdraw it at any
N
O
R
R I S T O W N , P A.
Chamber’s
Information
fo
r
the
People
;
or
1001
Webster’s Dictionary is the best. Every family time, provided the offer was not pre
Things Worth Knowing, comprising the bistory
20
should have a copy. Allison’s Webster’s Dic
A s L o w as
Interest
Paid
on
Deposit*
as per agreement. Ne
tionary, containing over 300 illustrations, 50,- viously accepted by B ; but if B ac and mystery of everything in common use.
gotiable paper purchased. Money loaned on
Crabbe’s
Handy
Cyclopedia;
or
Explanation
of
000 words and phrases, comprehensively defined, cepted the offer before the given time
bonds, Mortgages, Stocks. Drafts for Sale on Tennessee marble-top stands—37 up, high back
Words aud Things connected with all the Arts
The old and favorite hotel furnishes the beet
useful facts and tables, foreign words and phrases
England, Ireland, Germany and other places. lounges $5.W>. All kinds of marble-top Furni
and
Sciences,
illustrated
with
over
500
engrav
expired,
and
before
it
was
withdrawn,
pronouncing vocabulary of scripture and proper
accomodations to man and beast. No better
Passage tickets by the American line of ocean ture sold very low. You are welcome to come
watcr in the country. The bar is always
names, list of mythological and classical names, then A is bound to his offer, although ings nicely bound in cloth, gilt, size about 5 by 8
steamers. Railroad and other Stocks bought and and examine my goods, whether you purchase
j inches and nearly two inches thick. Retails at
supplied with the best liquors and cigars.
United States census lor 1880 and many other
sold on commission. Gold, Gold Coupons, Sil or not.
One
of
the
best
Local,
Family
and
General
31.50.
Sample
of
either,
to
agents
only,
for
31)Ch CREAM during the summer season.
useful tables. Postpaid for only 50 cents. Ad he gave the time voluntarily and with
newspapers published.
Now is the time to ver and Government Bonds bought and sold.
or
both
for
$2.
Address,
E.
Brent
A
Co.,
South
G eo. D. D etw iler.
dress E. Florence At Co., P, O. box 1860, South
Teams to hire. Boarders taken a t reason*
Safe deposit boars in burglar-proof vault to rent.
subscribe.
! Bend. India me.
out consideration.
able rate«.
TRAPPE, PA,

Office at his residence, nearly opposite Masonic
Hall.
_____________ _ _ _ _ _ _

MONUMENTS a i TOMBSTONES,
GALVANIZED RAILINGS,

Tin Roofing & Spouting of Best Quality and W orkmanship.

HeeMer’s Pateut Level Treai

Horse Powers !

WORTH W HILE READING!

John I. Bradford,

D. Theo. Buckwalter.

THE HARTFORD

GOODS,

H E R M A N W ETZEL,

SEWING MACHINE

GRAIN. FLOUR &FID DEPOT,

D.

j;

Lehigh

I F Y O U BU Y Y O U R SPICES,

&

S ch u ylk ill

G O A L .

MILTON B. HARLEY, A p t

F

ur.
G

A T

B U G K W

A L T E R 7S

E. M. AUGE’S

KRAFT,

FLORIST,

PHOSN1X V IL L E

P E N N ’ A. ,

----LIVER —

Pure Goods, Save Money, mid always have Competent

mxmmmmysA

I also sell Leads and Oils Cheaper than ever.

BEEP, VEAL, MUTTON

J. M. Albertson & Sons,

I L O R.

Harness Emporium,

T H E K EY STO N E

Dry Goods Slore

S

BAKERY!

J. H. RICHARD, Prop’r.

JOHN G. DETWILER Proprietär.

J. THOMPSON.

DOLMANS,

JOB PRINTING

HEADM AN’S

ICE CREAM !

BEATTY

MAGNETIC LINIMTNT

J. Hi KRAUT,
-C igar Manufacturer,"

CoatsariDrim 25 psrct.,reRoGtien.

John Gr. Detwiler.
lift Increase! &ImpM Facilities P. M. HEADMAN, P e isto i P i
GRAIN,FLOUR, FEED&COAL, k
rat a M Carriage
If

YOUIG AUD OLD
I I

10c.

Furniture Ware-Rooms,

- A T TH IS O F F IC E .-

Very Lowest Figures,

“PROVIDENCE

k

T rap p e H otel,

J. S. FREDERICK, Prop r.

INDEPENDENT”

BED-BOOM

6 PIECES,
$

.

